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SUMMARY 
This  report  descr ibes  a nine-month program to  eva lua te  noise  reduct ion  
methods i n  terms o f  t h e i r  e f f e c t s  on lift fan design. Two l i f t  f a n s  d e s i g n e d  
under Contracts NAS2-3077 and AF33657-67-C-0812 w e r e  used as design points.  
These fans were analyt ical ly  modif ied to  s tudy acoust ic  reduct ion by trade- 
o f f s  i n  f an  p res su re  r a t io ,  t i p  speed ,  ro to r - s t a to r  spac ing ,  number of blades 
and vanes and t h e  u s e  of  var ious types of  acoust ic  mater ia ls .  
The q u i e t  OGV fan  is summarized in  Table  IX. The fan  is shown i n  
Figure 711. The basepoint LF475 OGV fan has  a 500 f e e t  s i d e l i n e  n o i s e  of 
l l 9  PNdI3. The qu ie t  ve r s ion  o f  t h i s  f an  has  a 500 f e e t  s i d e l i n e  n o i s e  of 
only 99 PNdB, a reduction  of 20 P N d B ,  The f a n  l i f t  is unchanged, The fan  
diameter is increased by 1 inch, the fan weight is increased by l7%, and 
the  fan  th ickness  is increased by 3 inches. 
The se l ec t ed  qu ie t  I G V  fan design is summarized i n  Table X. The fan  
is shown in  F igure  75. The LF387 basepoint I G V  f an  h.as a 500 f e e t  s i d e l i n e  
noise of 131 P N d B .  The qu ie t  ve r s ion  o f  t he  f an  has  a 500 f e e t  s i d e l i n e  o f  
106 P N d B ,  a reduct ion of  25 P N d B .  The f a n  l i f t  and s i z e  a r e  unchanged, 
The fan weight is increased by 6% and the  fan  th ickness  is increased by 4 
inches. This fan could have been made more q u i e t  by inc reas ing  the  number 
of  blades,  leaning the s ta tors ,  and using an H-type r e a r  frame, but the 
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INTRODUCTION 
The f eas ib i l i t y  o f  commerc ia l  l i f t  f an  V/STOL t r a n s p o r t  a i r c r a f t  f o r  
in te rc i ty  shor t -haul  t ranspor ta t ion  has  been  ex tens ive ly  inves t iga ted  by 
the  aeronaut ica l  community.  However, t he  commercial  success  of these air- 
craft  depends on community acceptance. To gain t h i s  acceptance,  fan noise 
w i l l  have t o  be reduced without major compromises i n  performance, weight or 
volume. 
To achieve  th i s  goa l ,  an  inves t iga t ion  of l i f t  f a n  n o i s e  g e n e r a t i o n ,  a s  
w e l l  a s  a study of methods for  noise  reduct ion of reasonably thin l i f t  fans  
were undertaken. 
The basic differences between t h i s  s t u d y  and o the r  s tud ie s  of turbofan 
engines i s  t h a t  t h e  l i f t   f a n  i s  a s ingle-s tage machine w i t h  a t i p  t u r b i n e  
ra ther   than  a cent ra l ,   concent r ic   tu rb ine .   Fur thermore ,   the   ro ta t iona l   ax is  
of the fan i s  ve r t i ca l  r a the r  t han  ho r i zon ta l ,  t h u s  the noise problem i s  
conf ined  to  t h e  180' arc comprising t h e  l i f t  fan exhaust.  A f u r t h e r  d i f -  
ference i s ,  s ince  volume i s  of primary importance, l i t t le space i s  ava i lab le  
for  acous t ic  mater ia l  t rea tment  of  exhaus ts  or  in le t s .  
This s t u d y  has  integrated exis t ing noise  reduct ion technology and l i f t  
fan design technologies by predic t ing  bas ic  fan  noise  leve ls  and def in ing  
the t rade-offs  in  fan weight ,  performance and ins ta l la t ion  d imens ions  for  
























Coefficients  of  the  radial  unsteady  circulation 
distribution 
Number  of  rotor  blades 
Axial  distance  between  the  centers  of  adjacent  blade rows 
Axial  distance  between  adjacent  blade  rows 
Drag  coefficient 
Rotor  blade  chord 
Stator  vane  chord 
Speed  of  sound, or airfoil  semi-chord 
Number  of  rotating  line  vorticies 
Fan tip  diameter 
Rotor  diffusion  factor 
Stator  diffusion  factor 
Blade-to-blade  tangential  spacing 
Radial  distribution of unsteady  tangential  velocity 
Fan pressure  ratio 
See  Equation (A21 or (AlO),  Appendix A 



























Mode c u t - o f f  t i p  Mach number 
Integer index 
Integer  index,  or  spinning mode number 
Integer index 
Integer  indicator  of  t he  harmonic of blade passing frequency 
Outlet guide vanes 
Pressure 
Sound  power l eve l   r e f e renced   t o   10   wa t t s  
Bessel cyl inder  funct ion 
Duct ou t s ide  r ad ius  
Polar  coordinates  
Rotor-stator axial  spacing, expressed as a mult iple  of  the 
t r u e  t i p  chord of the upstream blade row 
See  Equation ( A 8 ) ,  Appendix A 
time 
Rotor  l inear  wheel speed 
Rotor  l inear  wheel t i p  speed 
A i r  ve loc i ty ,  o r  s t a to r  vane  number 
Vane t o  b l a d e  r a t i o  
Upwash (or downwash) ve loc i ty  on the  ro to r  
Sound power 
Axial  veloci ty  
See Equation (A3), Appendix A 
















See Equation (A12),  Appendix A 
A i r  flow angle 
Rotor inlet absolute  a i r  angle  
Rotor ex i t  absolute  a i r  angle 
Rotor inlet r e l a t i v e  a i r  angle  
Rotor ex i t  r e l a t i v e  a i r  a n g l e  
Steady blade circulat ion 
Unsteady blade circulat ion 
See  Equation (A201 
Impulse Function 
See Equation (A21),  Appendix A 
See Equation (A42),  Appendix A 
See  Equation  (A14),  Appendix A 
Eigenvalue 
Radius r a t i o  
Circular frequency = - 2 n U  d 
Density 
Blade R o w  Sol id i ty  
Veloci ty  potent ia l  




Spinning mode  number 
Radial mode number 
Rotor 
Stator  
Axial d i r e c t i o n  
Tangent ia l  d irect ion 
Rotor i n l e t  
Rotor  discharge 
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BASEPOINT LIFT FANS 
L i f t  Fan Descriptions 
Two e x i s t i n g  l i f t  f a n  d e s i g n s ,  a rotor-OGV fan and an IGV-rotor fan ,  w e r e  
s e l e c t e d  as basepo in t s  fo r  t he  s tud ie s .  The OGV fan, designated LF475, is a 
75 inch  d iameter  t ip  tu rb ine  lift fan. Preliminary design of this fan w a s  
done under  contract  AF33657-67-C-0812. The power source is an advanced g a s  
generator  of  the GE1 family. Certain design and performance features of the 
LF475 are c l a s s i f i ed  Conf iden t i a l  and are not included i n  th i s  r epor t .  A 
drawing of the fan is shown i n  F i g u r e  1. Table I summarizes the design 
f ea tu res .  The  LF475 rear frame combines t h e  OGV's  and the load-carrying 
struts. There is no f r o n t  frame. The f a n  i n l e t  is integral wi th   the  
double walled t i p   t u r b i n e   s c r o l l .  
The I G V  fan,  designated m387, is an 86.5 inch diameter t i p  t u r b i n e  l i f t  
fan.  Conceptual design for this fan w a s  done under  contract  NAS2-3077 and is 
descr ibed in  Reference 1. The power source is an assumed  advanced gas  gene- 
ra tor  represent ing the technology of  the 1967-1970 period. A drawing  of t h e  
f an  is shown in  F igu re  2. Table I1 summarizes the  design  features .  The 
LF387 has a f r o n t  frame incorporating the I G V ' s  as load-carrying s t ruts .  
There is no rear frame. 
The two basepoint fans w e r e  designed for  wing i n s t a l l a t i o n  and are i n  
t h e  25,000 t o  30,000 pound thrust bracket. Design technology advancements in 
b l ade  f ab r i ca t ion  and s t ructural  design concepts  were incorporated. 
Noise Predictions 
Fan on t h e  Ground. - Noise w a s  p r e d i c t e d  f o r  t h e  two basepoint fans when 
near  the  ground.  Broad  band noise  w a s  predicted using a technique similar t o  
t h a t  of  Smith & House (Reference 2). The predic t ion  of  the  maximum 500 foo t  
s i d e l i n e  PNdB w a s  based on the  pu re  tone  ca l cu la t ion  desc r ibed  in  Appendix A. 
The calculal  ; procedure is ou t l ined  below: 
1. The pure tone power l e v e l s  are ca l cu la t ed  from bas i c  aerodynamic 
and geometric parameters which def ine  the  fan .  
2. The sound d i r e c t i v i t y  is calculated and the sound is obtained along 
a 250 foo t  arc. 
3. The a n g l e  of m a x i m u m  sound  on a 500 f o o t  s i d e l i n e  is determined 
and t h e  sound is c a l c u l a t e d  a t  tha t  pos i t ion  tak ing  in to  account  
d i r e c t i v i t y ,  a i r  a t t e n u a t i o n ,  and ground r e f l e c t i o n .  
The aero-acous t ic  da ta  for  the  LF475 are given i n  Table 111. The 
predic ted  pure  tone  sound d i rec t iv i ty  is shown i n  Figure 3. The m a x i m u m  
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Table I. LF475 OGV Lift Fan Description 
Fan Tip Diameter ,  inches 
Turbine Tip Diameter,  inches 
Fan Pressure Rat io  
Fan Radius Ratio 
Fan Bypass Ratio 
Fan Tip  Speed ,  f t / sec  
RPM 
Fan I n l e t  A x i a l  Mach No 
Diameter,   inches 
Chord,  inches 
S o l i d i t y  
Orientation Angle,  deg 
Camber, degrees  
Number 










Fan  Rotor  Blades I Fan OGV's  I 
Hub 
33.4 43.7  37.7  23.7  24.2  46.1 
9.0  11.9  14.9  50.3  34.1  7.1 
.864 1.13 1.65 1.34 1.66 2.35 
5.26 5.26 5.26 4.7 4.3 3.9 
70.4 53.4  36.4 75 54.4 33.8 
T i p  P i t c h  Hub T i p  P i t c h  
. ~ -~ 
66 
3.2 4.8 
17.0  20.6 
36 
Table 11. LF387 IGV Lift Fan Description 
Fan Tip  Diameter,   inches  86.5 
Turbine Tip Diameter, inches  
Fan Pressure Rat io  




Fan  Bypass  Ratio I 11.1 
Fan T ip  Speed ,  f t / s ec  
RFM 
1000 1 2650 
Fan I n l e t   A x i a l  Mach No I 0.51 
Diameter,  inches 
Chord,  inches 
S o l i d i t y  
Orientation Angle,  deg 
Camber, degrees  
Number 
Length,   inches 
Aspect Ratio 
I Fan  Rotor  BladesFan I G V ' s  1 
Hub 
7.5 7.5 7.5 6.0 6.0 6.0 
89.4 60.0  30.6 86.5 63.2 39.9 
T i p  P i t c h  Hub T i p  P i t c h  
""
1.92 0.75 1.11 2.18  0.89 1.21 
41 
67 40 41  23 12 22 






J Tip "bine  fan Blades 
L Stators  I I  Exit  Louvers (Closed) 
is- Major Strut  
Figure 1. LF475 Basepoint OGV Lift Fan 
Structural   In let  Guide Vanes 
S c r o l l  
x i t  Louvers  (Open) 
Figure 2. LF387 Basepoint IGV Lift Fan 
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Table I V  LE387 IGV Fan Aero-Acoustic  Data 
Pressure Ratio 
Radius Ratio 
Fan Tip  Speed, fps  
Fan Tip Diameter, inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number of S t a t o r  Vanes 
Vane/Blade Ratio 
Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing, 
i n  vane chords 
Rotor  Inlet  Radius,  inches 
Rotor Inlet Absolute A i r  Angle, el,  dag 
Rotor  Inlet  Relat ive A i r  Angle, R1, deg 
Rotor Exit Absolute A i r  Angle, Q2, deg 
Rotor Exit Relative A i r  Angle, R 2 ,  deg 
Rotor  Znlet  Speed. U1, f p s  
Rotor  Exit  Speed, U2, f p s  
Rotor  Blade Chord. Cr, inches 
S t a t o r  Vane Chord, Cg,  inches 
Rotor  Sol idi ty ,  or 
S ta tor  Sol id i ty ,  as 
Rotor Diffusion Factor, Dr 
Stator Diffusion Factor,  
S t a t o r  Drag Coeff ic ien t ,  
‘ds 



































































Fan Tip Speed, f p s  
Fan Tip Diameter. inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number of S ta tor  Vanes 
Vane/Blade Ratio 
Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing, 
in blade chords 
Rotor Inlet Radius,  inches 
Rotor Inlet Absolute Air Angle, al,  deg 
Rotor In le t  Rela t ive  A i r  Angle, P1, deg 
Rotor Exit Absolute Air Angle, U2: deg 
Rotor  Exit  Relative Air Angle, P 2 ,  deg 
Rotor  Inlet  Speed, U1, fps  
Rotor  Exit  Speed, U2, f p s  
Rotor  Blade  Chord, C,, inches 
S t a t o r  Vane Chord, C,, inches 
Rotor Solidity,  Or 
S t a to r  So l id i ty ,  Us 
Rotor Diffusion Factor,  Dr 
Stator  Diffusion Factor .  Ds 
Rotor  mag Coeff ic ien t ,  Cdr 



















































I n l e t  












I n l e t  Polar   Angle ,  Degrees 
Figure 4. Predicted Fundamental Sound Pressure Levels of the 




500 feet s i d e l i n e  n o i s e  was c a l c u l a t e d  t o  be ll9 PNB. It can  be  seen  tha t  
the  poin t  of  maximum noise  is 60 degrees  f rom straight  down. The point of 
maximum  PNdB w i l l  therefore  not  necessar i ly  be  be low the  a i rc raf t  bu t  w i l l  
depend on t h e  h e i g h t  o f  t h e  a i r c r a f t  above t h e  ground. 
The aero-acous t ic  da ta  for  the LF387 is given in  Table  IV.  The predic ted  
pure tone sound direct ivi ty  is shown i n  F i g u r e  4. The maximum 500 f e e t  s i d e -  
l i ne  no i se  was found to be 131 PNdB. 
It is s e e n  t h a t  t h e  LF387 is louder  than the LF475. This is primari ly  
due t o  t h e  much s t ronger  potent ia l  interact ion and unfavorable  wake 
geometry  of t h e  I G V  stage. (See Figure 5. For a g iven  ax ia l  spac ing ,  the  I G V  
wakes t r a v e l  a much shor t e r  d i s t ance  be fo re  in t e rac t ing  wi th  the  ro to r  t han  
do t h e  r o t o r  wakes t o  i n t e r a c t  w i t h  t h e  OGV's  i n  t h e  OGV fans. This causes 
the  s t ronger  wake interact ion.)  
Fan Noise During Landing and Take-Off. - The ef fec t ive  prece ived  noise  
l eve l s  (EPNdB) were calculated for  one LF475 fan, and noise contours were 
obtained for  take-off  and landing cases. The l if t  fan  was assumed t o  be 
mounted i n  t h e  wing o f  a n  a i r c r a f t  t h a t  would operate through the take-off 
and landing profiles shown on Figure 6. The computation procedure of EPNdB's 
used in  the  s tudy  conforms to  the  Federa l  Avia t ion  Agency's r ev i sed  d ra f t  
circular,  "Aircraft  Noise  Analysis  and  Measurementtt  dated May 22, 1968. It 
cons is t s  of  a series of computer programs: 
1. The f i r s t  program corrects  the sound pressure data  for t he  l i n e  of 
s igh t  d i s t ance  from the  source  to  the  rece iver .  
2. The second  program ca lcu la t e s  t he  tone  co r rec t ion  fo r  t he  no i se  
spectrum as perceived by the  rece iver .  
3. The t h i r d  program  adds the durat ion correct ion.  
4. The four th  program  performs  the EPNdE! ca lcu la t ion .  
The s t a t i c  ground source data were the  p red ic t ed  sound pressure levels 
r epor t ed  in  F igu re  3. For both the take-off and landing cases, a number of 
ground l eve l  r ece ive r  pos i t i ons  were established. A t  each receiver  posi t ion 
the  SPL values  for each spectrum angle w e r e  c a l c u l a t e d  f o r  a s tandard (59 F 
and 70% relat ive humidi ty)  day by account ing for  humidi ty  correct ions,  
ground a t tenuat ion  cor rec t ions  and square  law  divergence.  Using  these 
estimated SPL values ,  the EPNdB values were calculated.  From these  EPNdJ3 
ca l cu la t ions  the  maximum EPNdB value at each ground microphone position was 
chosen,  Given  these maximum values  representat ive of t h e  a i r c r a f t  p a s s i n g  
overhead, the contour plots were prepared for the ground level noise.  The 
r e s u l t s  a r e  shown for  the take-off  and 1an.ding cases  i n  Figures 7 and 8. 
0 
It is obvious that  l i f t  fans  are  noisy and that  quiet ing w i l l  be 
required.  Straight-up cl imbs to  high al t i tude to  minimize noise  are  
possible  but  w i l l  be  cos t ly  in  a i rp lane  range  or in  d i rec t  opera t ing  cos ts .  
Lif t  fan noise  can,  however, be reduced by qu ie t ing  a t  t he  sou rce  th rough  
design changes and by judicious use of acoustic treatment.  
12 
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Figure 5. Fan Flow Vector  Diagrams  for OGV and IGV Fans 
TABLE V Range of Studies 
Range of Studies for OGV' Fans 
Fan Tip Diameter, inches 
Fan Stage Pressure Ratio 
Fan Tip Speed, fps  
Fan Rotor I n l e t  Axial Mach  Number 
Fan Rotor Blade Number 
Fan S ta to r  Vane Number 
Fan S ta to r  Vane  Lean Angle, deg 
Rotor-Stator Tip Axial Separation, Expressed 
in  fan  ro tor  b lade  t ip  chords  
Range of Studies for I G V  Fans 
Fan Tip Diameter, inches 
Fan Stage Pressure Ratio 
Fan Tip Wheel Speed, fps 
Fan Rotor Inlet  Axial  Mach  Number 
Fan Rotor Blade Number 
Fan S ta to r  Vane Number 
Rotor-Stator Tip Separation, expressed i n  
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Figure 8. Landing Noise Contours for the LF475 
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NOISE  PARAMETRIC DATA 
Range of  S tudies  
Table V de f ines  the  se l ec t ed  r ange  o f  s tud ie s  fo r  t he  OGV and I G V  fans. 
Fan s i z e s  from 36 i n c h e s  t o  100 i nches ,  f an  p re s su re  r a t io s  between 1-15 and 
1, 4 ,  and fan t i p  s p e e d s  from 800 t o  1200 f p s  w i l l  include most l i f t  f an  
applications.  These studies w e r e  made to  de t e rmine  the  func t iona l  r e l a t ion -  
sh ips  between the fan pure tone noise  generat ion (blade passing frequency 
tones of the fundamental and higher harmonics) and t h e  f a n  aerodynamic and 
geometr ic  parameters  of  pressure rat io ,  wheel speed, s ize ,  number of blades,  
vane/blade  ratio, and spacing.  These  studies w e r e  based on the  theo re t i ca l  
ana lyses  descr ibed  in  Appendix A, which has been taken from Reference 3. 
These analyses agree w e l l  wi th  exper imenta l  resu l t s ,  as  shown i n  'Figures A 7  
t o  A i l  o f  Appendix A. 
Noise Parametric Data for OGV Fans 
Numerical values of each fan parameter w e r e  s e l ec t ed  wh i l e  ho ld ing  a l l  
other parameters constant.  A matrix o f  po in t s  w a s  formed t o  cover  the range 
of  s tudies .  The noise  leve l  of  each  of  the  resu l t ing  fan  conf igura t ions  was 
ca l cu la t ed  and cu rves  o f  t he  r e l a t ive  no i se  l eve l s  w e r e  then constructed,  
A matrix of 16 poin ts  was chosen f o r  t h e  OGV fans.  This matrix is 
shown i n  Table V I .  The basepoint LF475 OGV fan  appears  in  each  of  the  s i x  
groupings, The detai led aero-acoust ic  data  for  each of  these configurat ions 
a re  g iven  in  Tables  B1 - s16 i n  Appendix B. The fan f low vector  diagrams for  
OGV & I G V  fans  are  given in  Figure 5. 
Fan Pressure Ratio,  - The ef fec t  o f  pressure  ra t io  on  pure  tone  power 
l e v e l s  is shown i n  F i g u r e  9. An i n c r e a s e  i n  p r e s s u r e  r a t i o  w i t h o u t  a change 
i n  wheel speed requires the blade row t o  do  more turn ing  of  the  flow. This 
in  turn  increases  the  b lade  loading .  The v e l o c i t y  r a t i o  and t h e  a i r  a n g l e  
conta ined  in  the  express ion  for  the  coef f ic ien t  of  uns teady  upwash increase.  
(See  equation (A2) i n  Appendix A.) These cause the increase in  the pure 
tone power levels. I t  can be seen from Figure 9 t h a t  a d e c r e a s e  i n  f a n  
p r e s s u r e  r a t i o  from 1.39 t o  1.20 reduces  the  pure  tone  leve ls  by about 8 dB 
f o r  a constant-s ize  fan,  and about 4 dB f o r  a constant-thrust  fan.  Pressure 
r a t i o  is therefore an important parameter than cannot be neglected.  The use 
of cor re la t ion  formulas  tha t  do n o t  i n c l u d e  t h i s  e f f e c t  may therefore  g ive  
misleading resul ts .  
Figure 10 shows the  e f fec t  o f  inc luding  broad  band n o i s e  i n  a d d i t i o n  t o  
the pure tone. I t  can be seen that  the PNdB t r end  wi th  p re s su re  r a t io  is t h e  
same as for  the pure tone.  
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Table VI. Acoustic Run Log for the OGV Fans Table VU. Acoustic Run Log for IGV Fans 
4 I 1.39 I 800 I 75 I 66 1 .55 I .23 
100 
10 1.39 1114 75 20 .55 .23 
1 
i15 1 .r 4,O 8r.5 1000 , 1.15 2 1 .30  3 1.26 
Fan Tip Speed. - The effect  o f  f an  t i p  speed  on  pu re  tone  levels is 
shown i n  F i g u r e  11. It can be seen.  that  the pure tone levels  a t  a constant  
p re s su re  r a t io  a re  lower  fo r  a high speed, low loading  coef f ic ien t  machine. 
This can be explained by cons ider ing  the  fact  t h a t  f o r  a constant  pressure 
r a t io  the  des igns  wi th  h igh  t i p  speed  w i l l  have a lower  ve loc i ty  r a t io  and 
rotor  turning angle ,  which w i l l  be  t ranslated into lower pure tones.  The 
concept  that  noise  increases  with speed can  be qui te  misleading.  It  is t r u e  
tha t  the  pure  tone  leve ls  go up as the speed is in.creased on  a p a r t i c u l a r  
vehicle ,   but  s o  do the  rotor   loading  and  s tage  pressure  ra t io .  I t  
is not the speed, but the higher work t h e  s t a g e  is doing which is generat ing 
higher pure tone levels.  It can  be s e e n  from Figure 11 t h a t  f o r  a p a r t i c u l a r  
design pressure rat io ,  a higher speed can be a favorable  noise  feature .  
When t h e  broadband noise is added to  the  pu re  tone  and t h e  PNdB calcu- 
l a t ed ,  one  can see a d i f f e r e n t  t r e n d  (see Figure  12) -  The f a n  white  noise  
component increases with speed and r e s u l t s  i n  t h e  PNdB ra t ing  increas ing  wi th  
speed. The curve  of PNdB v e r s u s  t i p  s p e e d  is, however,  very f l a t .  When the  
design speed is increased from 800 t o  1200 f t / s ec  the  no i se  rises only by 
about 1.5 PNdB. The resul ts  indicate  that  the design speed does not  have a 
major e f f e c t  on t h e  PNdB ra t ing  of  th i s  banepoin t  OGV fan. 
Fan Diameter. - The e f f ec t  o f  s ize  on pure tone noise  is shown in  
Figure 13. The PNdB l e v e l s  a r e  shown i n  Figure 14. I f  t h e  LF475 fan  dia-  
meter is reduced by a fac tor  of  2, t h i s  w i l l  r e s u l t  i n  a & . t o  l decrease of 
f an  a i r  f l ow and th rus t .  The pure tone power l e v e l s  w i l l  cons i s t en t ly  
decrease by 6 dB. Ths no i se  r a t ing  o f  four  new 37.5" fans w i l l ,  however, 
be quie te r  than  the  LF475 (see Figure 14).  This is due t o  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  i f  
t h e  t i p  s p e e d  and t h e  number of  blades are  kept  constant ,  a smaller  fan w i l l  
have a higher  rpm and, consequently, a higher blade passing frequency. (The 
fan fundamental blade passing frequency is the product  of  blade number and 
rpm: f = B X RPM/~O, Hertz. ) 
Figure 15, from Reference 4,  shows t h e  r e l a t i o n s h i p  between  sound 
pressure  level,   frequency, and the  annoyance r a t i n g  c a l l e d  N O Y f s .  Figure 16 
shows the  NOY values  versus  f requency for  a Constant 100 dB SPL, obtained by 
crossp1otin.g  the  data  of  Figure 15. The  LF475 frequency is 3740 Hertz. Now, 
it is seen  tha t  a s  t he  s ize  o f  t he  f an  is reduced, with blade number and t i p  
speed held constant ,  the  fan w i l l  move toward t h e  r i g h t ,  away from t h e  peak 
of t h e  NOY c u r v e  of  Figure 16, thus lowering the annoyance (NOY) r a t ing  o f  
the fan.  Figure 14 po in t s  ou t  t ha t  i t  w i l l  be advantageous, from the noise 
viewpoint ,  to  select  two 53" f a n s  o r  even fou r  37.5" f a n s  t o  r e p l a c e  one 
75" fan. 
Number of Blades. - The number of  ro tor  b lades  is an important parameter 
in  noise  genera t ion  and can be modified within certain mechanical and aero- 
dynamic  bounds t o  s u i t  t h e  a c o u s t i c  d e s i g n e r .  I n  t h e  p r e s e n t  s t u d y  t h e  
p re s su re  r a t io ,  t i p  speed ,  b l ade  row spacing and the vane/blade ratio w e r e  
constant  and t h e  numbers of blades w e r e  var ied  from 20 t o  80. It  can be seen 
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Figure 10. Perceived Noise Levels vs. Pressure Ratio at Constant Tip 
Speed  and  Constant  Size, for OGV Fans 
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Fan T i p   S p e e d ,  f p s  
Figure 11. Power Levels at the Fundamental of Blade Passing Frequency 
vs.  Tip Speed at  Constant Thrust,  for OGV Fans 
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Figure 12. Perceived Noise Levels vs. Tip Speed at  Constant 
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Figure 13. Power Levels at the Fundamental of Blade Passing Frequency 
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Figure 14. Perceived Noise Levels vs. Fan Tip Diameter, for OGV Fans 
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F igu re  16. Noise Annoyance Frequency  Dependency 
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appreciably. A similar  trend  can  be  observed on the PNdB curve  of  Figure 18. 
After  having  passed  a  peak  at  about 48 blades  (due  to  the llNOY1l rating  curve 
peak  versus  frequency)  the PNdB decreases  appreciably  as  the  number of blades 
is  increasedD 
Vane/Blade  Ratio. - The  analysis  of  the  sound  generated  by  the  wake 
interaction  indicates  the  vane/blade  ratio  is an important  parameter. 
Figure  19  shows  that an appreciable  reduction in pure  tone  levels can  be 
obtained  by  increasing  the  number  of  vanes to  twice  the  number of blades. 
Figure 20 shows  the  corresponding  reduction i PNdBts. 
Rotor-Stator  Spacing. - It is well known that  increasing  the  spacing 
between  blade  rows  will  decrease  the  interaction  noise.  Several  experimental 
investigations  (for  example,  References 5, 6 & 7) have  been  made  to  determine 
quantitatively  the  reduction  in  pure  tone  levels  that  can  be  obtained  by  going 
to  one  or  two  chord  spacings.  Some f the  results  have  been  summarized  by 
Lowson  in  Reference 5. An examination  of  Figure 3 of  Reference 5 shows, 
however,  how  inconsistent  those  results are. Some  researchers  show 2 dB 
reduction  per  doubling  the  axial  separation,  while  others  prescribe 4 or 
even 6 dB. This  inconsistency  is  no  surprise if one  considers  the  fact  that 
several  other  parameters  besides  axial  spacing  are  involved  in  the  inter- 
action  process.  Geometric  quantities  like  solidity  of  the  upstream  blade 
row,  the  outlet  angle,  as  well  as  aerodynamic  quantities  such  as  the  drag 
coefficient,  are of  major  importance  in  the  wake  interaction  decay.  These 
parameters  vary  from one configuration  to  another  and  ignoring  them  is  bound 
to  lead  the  designer  to  erroneous  conclusions.  Figure  21  shows  the  results 
for  spacings  of  from -1 to 2 rotor  chords.  It can be seen  than an appreci- 
able  reduction  in  pure  tones  can  be  obtained  by  going  to  large  spacings. 
Figure 22 shows  the  corresponding  reduction  in PNdB's. 
Vane  Lean. - A leaned  vane  is  a  non-radial  vane.  The  lean  angle  is  the 
angle,  at  the  fan  annulus  hub,  between  a  radial  and  a  non-radial  vane, It 
has  been  reported  in  the  literature  (for  example,  References 8 & 91, that 
non-radial  vanes  can  reduce  noise  by  radially  phasing  the  wake  interaction 
between  the  rotating & stationary  blade  rows. Ie S Filleul  (Reference 9) 
obtained  a  large  noise  reduction  (about 1 dB for  each 8 degrees of lean)  in 
a  controlled  experiment,  Reference 10  showed,  however,  that  there  was  no 
noise  reduction  due  to  lean i  a  high  speed  fan,  The  effectiveness  of  this 
noise  reduction  feature  needs  further  experimental  investigation. 
For  very  close  spacing  between  the  rotor & stator,  the  direction of vane 
lean is immaterial.  But  there  is  some  phasing of the  wakes  due  to  spacing. 
The  difference  between  the  fan  velocity  triangles  (see  Figure 5 and Tables  I11 
and  IV)  at  the  hub & tip  cause  the  rotor  wakes  to  become  increasingly  non- 
radial  as  the  spacing  between  the  rotor & stator  is  increased,  This  phasing 
is  in  the  direction  of  fan  rotation,  Therefore,  when  spacing  is  used,  the 
lean  angle of the  vanes  should  also  be in the  direction of rotation so as 
to  further  increase  the  wake  phase  angles.  Otherwise,  vane  lean  could  offset 
some  of  the  advantage  gained  by  spacing. 
Number of Blades 
F i g u r e  1 7  Power Levels  a t  the  Fundamental  of Blade  Passing 
Frequency V s .  Number of Blades,  for OGV Fans 
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Figure  19.  Power  Levels at the  Fundamental of Blade  Passing  Frequency 
vs. Number of Vanes,  for OGV Fans 
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Figure 21. Power Levels at the Fundamental of Blade Passing Frequency 
vs. Blade Row Spacing, for  OGV Fans 
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Figure 22. Perceived Noise Levels vs. Blade Row Spacing, for  OGV Fans 
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Acoustic Material. - It is des i r ab le  to  des ign  acous t i c  material such 
t h a t  t h e  peak absorption occurs a t  or  near  the fundamental  of  the blade 
passing frequencyo The bas ic  des ign  var iab le  which determines the peak 
absorption frequency is t h e  material thickness. The requi red  th ickness  
decreases with increasing frequency. 
F i b e r  o r  foam acous t i c  materials absorb moisture, have environmental 
temperature l imitations,  and have a shor t  s e rv i ce  l i f e .  The acous t i c  
material s e l e c t e d  f o r  l i f t  f an  app l i ca t ions  is a honeycomb resonator  panel  
formed by a properly-sized honeycomb core sandwiched between inner & o u t e r  
sk inso  The honeycomb core  geometry and the  ou te r  sk in  th i ckness  & poros i ty  
( r a t io  o f  ho le  area t o  t o t a l  s u r f a c e  area) are func t ions  of t he  des i r ed  
absorption frequency. 
For high vane/blade ratios,  the fan acoustic energy tends to concentrate 
i n  r a d i a l  modes, with high pressure peaks in  the outer  annulus .  Acoust ic  
t r ea tmen t  o f  t he  f an  t i p  w a l l s  t he re fo re  o f f e r s  po ten t i a l  fo r  no i se  r educ t ion .  
Acoustic treatment of the fan hub w a l l  could  a l so  be  he lpfu l ,  bu t  is expected 
t o  be less e f f e c t i v e  t h a n  t h e  t i p  w a l l  treatment. The add i t ion  o f  an 
a c o u s t i c  s p l i t t e r  i n  t h e  f a n  a n n u l u s  a l s o  o f f e r s  h i g h  p o t e n t i a l  f o r  n o i s e  
reduct ion .  This  sp l i t t e r  would cons is t  o f  a c i rcu lar  = ing  concent r ica l ly  
mounted i n   t h e   s t a t o r  row, and a c o u s t i c a l l y  t r e a t e d  on one or  bo th  s ides .  
With increased rotor-s ta tor  spacing,  the t reated passage lengths  would be 
su f f i c i en t  t o  ob ta in  s ign i f i can t  no i se  r educ t ion .  Re fe rence  11 summarizes 
some recent  research  on  acous t ic  materials. 
Noise Parametric Data For I G V  Fans 
S imi l a r  s tud ie s  were done f o r  t h e  I G V  fans. A matrix of 15 poin ts ,  
shown i n  Table V I I ,  w a s  used, The basepoint W387 I G V  fan  appears  in  each 
of  the s ix  groupings,  The detai led aero-acoust ic  data  for  these configu-  
r a t i o n s  are given i n  Tables B l 7  - B 3 l  i n  Appendix Bo 
Fan Pressure Ratio. - The e f f e c t  o f  pressure  ra t io  on  pure  tone  leve ls  
is given in  F igu re  23. It  is seen  tha t  fo r  cons t an t  t h rus t ,  a change i n  
p r e s s u r e  r a t i o  t o  1.15 w i l l  decrease the pure tone about 1.5 dB. Figure 24 
shows t h e  e f f e c t  on PNdB. A decrease of 3 PNdB is poss ib l e  by changing t o  
1.15 pressure  ra t io .  
~~ ~~~ 
Fan Diameter. - The e f f e c t  o f  s i z e  on the pure tone noise  is shown i n  
Figure 250 The e f f e c t  of s i z e  on t h e  PNdB level is shown in  F igu re  26. 
Unlike the OGV fans, a dec rease  in  the  fan size of  the basepoint  I G V  f a n  
w i l l  increase the noise.  Figure 26 shows t h a t  f o u r  43.25 inch I G V  fans a t  
t h e  same pres su re  r a t io  and  t i p  speed  (same l i f t )  w i l l  have a noise increase.  
This is explained by t h e  NOY curve of Figure 16. The basepoint I G V  f an  is 
on t h e  l e f t  o f  t h e  NOY peak which occurs a t  about 3100 Hertz. The basepoint 
fan has  a fundamental frequency of 1770 Hertz. The smaller fans inc rease  
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Figure 23. Power Levels at the Fundamental of Blade Passing Frequency 
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Figure 24. Perceived Noise Levels vs. Fan Pressure Ratio at Constant 
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Figure 25. Power Levels at the Fundamental of Blade Passing Frequency 
vs. Fan Tip Diameter, for IGV Fans 
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Figure 26. Perceived Noise Levels vs Tip Diameter, for IGV Fans 
Fan Tip Speed. - The effect o f  f an  t i p  speed  on pure tone levels is 
shown i n  F i g u r e  27. Figure 28 shows t h e  effect on the perceived noise  
leve ls .  For  cons tan t  th rus t ,  the  t ip  speed  has  only  a s l i g h t  effect on fan 
noise. 
Number of Blades. - Figure 29 shows t h e  effect of blade number on  the  
pure tone levels.  Figure 30 shows t h e  effect on  the  PNdB. The noise  
decrease  wi th  increase  in  b lade  number f o r  t h e  I G V  f an  is not as l a rge  as 
w a s  ob ta ined  fo r  t he  OGV fan.  Again, t h e  effect of blade passing frequency 
on t h e  NOY r a t i n g  is t h e  cause. The inc rease  in  b l ade  number lowered the 
absolute sound power l e v e l  o f  t h e  f a n ,  b u t  t h e  i n c r e a s e  i n  t h e  NOY r a t i n g  
pa r t ly  o f f se t  t h i s  no i se  r educ t ion .  
Vane/Blade Ratio. - Figure 31 shows t h e  effect of vane/blade ratio on 
the pure tone levels .  Figure 32 shows t h e  e f f e c t  on the  perce ived  noise  
levels .  The basepoint fan has a vane/blade rat io  of  0.70. Figure  32 shows 
a reduction of over 10 PNdB f o r  a vane/blade r a t i o  of 2.1 (84 vanes). 
Rotor-Stator Spacing. - Figure 33 shows t h e  e f f e c t  of t i p  spac ing  on  
the  pure  tone  levels.   Figure 34 shows t h e  e f f e c t  on t h e  PNdB levels .  The 
t i p  s p a c i n g  f o r  t h e  I G V  fans  is e x p r e s s e d  i n  m u l t i p l e s  o f  t h e  t r u e  t i p  
chord of the inlet  guide vanes.  The decrease  in  noise  leve ls  wi th  increased  
spac ing  fo r  t he  I G V  f ans  is greater t h a n  f o r  t h e  OGV fans. The I G V f s  
apply counter-swir l  to  the f low,  which causes a s e v e r e  i n t e r a c t i o n  between 
the vane and ro to r  o f  t he  I G V  fan.  Increased spacing decreases  this  inter-  
a c t i o n  and therefore  lowers  the  noise  more than does an equal spacing on the 
OGV fan. 
Vane  Lean. - The effect of phasing the w a k e s  between t h e  I G V  & r o t o r  
is expected to  be similar t o  t h a t  d e s c r i b e d  f o r  t h e  OGV fans. 
Fan Tip  Speed, fps 
Figure 27. Power Levels at the Fundamental of Blade Passing Frequency 
vs. Tip Speed at  Constant  Thrust, for IGV Fans 
,- LF387 I 
Fan Tip  Speed,  fps 
Figure 28. Perceived Noise Levels vs. Tip Speed at Constant Thrust, 
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Figure 29. Power Levels at the Fundamental of Blade Passing 
Frequency vs. Number of Blades, for IGV Fans 
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Spacing,  Stator Tip  Chords  
Figure 33 Power Levels   a t   he   Fundamental  of Blade  Passing 






S p a c i n g ,  Rotor T i p  Chords 
Figure 34.  Preceived  Noise  Levels Vs. Blade Row Spacing 




Parametric  performance & installation  data  were  determined  for  the  range 
of  studies  previously  discussed  (Table V). Computer  programs  were  used  to 
calculate  fan.  parametric  data for lift,  size & weight  for  this  range  of 
studies. 
Performance & Installation  Parametric  Data  for OGV Fans 
Fan  Pressure  Ratio & Tip Speed. - Figure 35 shows  the fan radius  ratio 
relationship  to  tip  speed  and  pressure  ratio.  This  curve is based on a  mini- 
mum  practical  value of  wheel  speed  at  the  hub  for  any  given  pressure  ratio. 
This  minimum  hub  speed is independent of radius  ratio  and  is  that  wheel  speed 
which  produces  the  required  pressure  ratio  when  the  relative  air  flow  angle 
at  the  rotor  exit  is  axial  at  the  hub, The  assumption  that  the  rotor  hub 
turning  angle  be  limited  to  turning  to  axial is considered  good  compressor 
design  practice  by  most  designers,  and is based on the  fact  that  the  stage 
characteristic  becomes  flat  at  this  point.  Thus,  at  the  hub,  no  change  in 
total  pressure  ratio  would  be  expected  with  small  changes  in  exit  static 
pressure.  It  has  been  assumed  that  the  hub  pressure  ratio  is  less  than  the 
average  pressure  ratio. A radial  variation  of  local  pressure  ratio  has  been 
used. 
Figures 36, 37 and 38 show  lift,  diameter  and  planform  area  as  functions 
of  fan  tip  speed  and  pressure  ratio,  for  the OGV lift  fans.  All  data  are 
normalized  to  the  design  point  values  of  the LF475 basepoint  fan.  For  these 
data,  scroll  inlet  horsepower  was  held  constant,  while fan fficiency  and 
fan  pressure  ratio  were  varied.  The  fan  lift  is  shown  in  Figure 36 and  is 
the  total  fan  lift,  including  the  tip  turbine  residual  thrust,  and  including 
corrections  for  inlet  and  exit  losses.  The  maximum  lift is obtained  with  a 
tip  speed  between  1050  and  1150  fps,  and  at  low  pressure  ratios  (high  bypass 
ratios). The  fan  tip  diameter is shown  in  Figure 37. The  fan  area  is  shown 
in  Figure 38, and is defined  as  the  total  planform  area  including  the  area 
occupied  by  the  tip  turbine  scroll  bubble.  The  trends of  area  and  diameter 
are  similar. 
The  fan  weight is shown  in  Figure 39 and  represents  the  total  uninstall- 
ed fan  weight,  including  the  fan  exit  louvers  and  fan  inlet,  but  excluding 
any  mount  attachments  and  inlet  closure  doors  since  these  items  are  functions 
of  a  particular  installation. For constant  input  horsepower,  the  low 
pressure  ratio  fans  are  larger  and  heavier.  Figure 40 shows  the  effect  of 
tip  speed on rotor  weight.  Figure 41 shows  the  weight  of  the  rotating  and 
static  components  of  the  fan,  relative  to  total  fan  weight,  verses  tip  speed 
at  the  design  pressure  ratio  of  the LF475. The  total  fan  weight  line of
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Figure 35. Radius  Ratio  Versus  Tip Speed and Pressure  
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Figure 36. Lift vs. Tip Speed and Pressure Ratio, 
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Figure 38. Area vs. Tip Speed and Pressure 
Pressure Ratio, for OGV Fans 
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Figure 37. Fan Tip Diameter vs Tip Speed and 
Pressure Ratio, for OGV Fans 
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Figure 39. Weight vs.  Tip Speed and Pressure 
Ratio, for  OGV Fans 
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Figure 40. Rotor Weight vs  Tio Sueed. for OGV Fans 
Figures 42 and 43 illustrate  the  trends  of  lift/weight  ratio  and  lift/ 
planform  area  ratio  as  functions of  fan  tip  speed  and  pressure  ratio  at 
constant  input  horsepower.  The  highest  values of lift/weight  are  obtained 
with  tip  speeds  between loo0 fps  at 1.2 pressure  ratio,  and 1050 fps  at 1.5 
pressure  ratio.  The  highest  values of lift/area  are  obtained  with  tip  speeds 
of 1100 fps at 1.2 pressure  ratio  and  above 1200 fps  at 1.5 pressure  ratio. 
Fan Diameter. - These  previous  data  were for constant  input  power. The 
fan  diameter & lift  may  be  changed  by  varying  the  input  power,  as  shown in
Figure 44.  Figure 44 illustrates  the  effect  of  changes in input  power on fan 
lift  and  size  when  tip  speed  and  pressure  ratio  are  fixed  at  the LF475 values. 
Figure 45 shows  the  resulting  lift/weight  and  lift/area  ratios  as  functions 
of  size. Size  has  a  strong  effect on lift/weight  ratio. To illustrate, 
two 53" fans would  provide  the  same  total  lift  as  one LF475 at  the  same  tip 
speed  and  pressure  ratio,  but  at  an  uninstalled  lift/weight  ratio  about 18% 
higher. 
Fan Inlet  Axial  Mach  Number. - Figure 46 shows  the  envelope  of  the 
average  fan  inlet  axial  Mach  number  for OGV fans.  The  envelope is bounded 
by  three  limit  lines  labeled  axial  diffusion  limit,  tip  slope  limit,  and 
choke  limit.  The  axial  diffusion limit defines  the  limiting  amount  of 
reduction  in  the  average  axial  velocity  across  the  fan  from  inlet to exit. 
Since  the  average  exit  velocitp s closely  fixed  by  the  fan  pressure  ratio, 
the  diffusion  limit  puts  an  upper  limit on  the inlet  Mach  number  as  a 
function  of  fan  pressure  ratio. In a  similar  way  a  lower  limit  may  be 
established  by  placing  a  limit on the  velocity  increase  through  the  fan. 
Reasons  for  placing  limits on the  axial  velocity  increase or decrease 
through  the  fan  are  as  follows: 
1. Too  large  a  decrease  in  axial  velocity  results  in  high  static 
pressure  rises  through  the  fan  blading  and  requires  increases 
in  blade  solidities  and  chords. 
2, Too  large an increase  in  axial  velocity  results  in  highly 
converging  flow  paths  with steep  slopes  and  high  curvatures 
at  the  exit if the  flow  is to  exit  axially. 
A third limit may  also  be  placed on the  inlet  axial  Mach  number  by 
choke  considerations  at  the  throat of  the  upstream  blade  row.  The  flow  area 
is reduced  by  turning  in  the  blade  passage,  The  choke  limit  shown in Figure 
46 is  not  the  Mach  number  at  which  flow  actually  becomes  sonic  at  the  blade 
throat,  but  is  instead,  a  practical  upper  limit. 
Figure 47 illustrates  the  effect  of  changes  in  fan  inlet  axial  Mach 
number on lift,  weight  and  area  for OGV fans.  It  is  clear  that  for  conside- 
rations  of  high  lift/weight  and  lift/area  ratios,  the  fan  inlet  Mach  number 
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Figure 42. Lift/Area Ratio vs Tip Speed and Pressure 
Ratio, for OGV Fans 
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Figure 43. Lift/Weight Ratio vs. Tip Speed and 
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Figure 44. Effect of Input Horsepower on Fan 
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Blade N F b E  I n c r e a s e s ,  A t  Constant Blade Chord. - When chord is kept  
cons t an t  t he  so l id i ty  w i l l b e  d i r ec t ly  p ropor t iona l  t o  b l ade  number. The 
d i f fus ion  lo s ses  are reduced by increased blade number & s o l i d i t y ,  b u t  
f r i c t i o n  o r  c o m p r e s s i b i l i t y  l o s s e s  are increased. The usual  outcome is a 
less ef f ic ien t  ro tor .  Increased  so l id i ty  a t  cons tan t  chord  reduces  fan  
annulus area thus reducing flow capacity unless blading leading edge angles 
are  reduced  (opened) so  t h a t  t h r o a t  area is maintained.  Manufacturing  and 
s t r u c t u r a l  l i m i t a t i o n s  on edge radius and maximum a i r f o i l  t h i c k n e s s  do not 
usual ly  permit  throat  area increases  by thinning the blade sect ions.  Further ,  
excessively opened blades have increased loss and poor stall margin. 
Solidity can therefore only be increased within narrow limits. Blade number 
increases accompanied by chord decreases  are  therefore  more desirable .  
Blade Number Increases  With Chord Reduction. - Chord reduct ion  can  a f fec t  
the fan flowpath, fanTeyodynamic parameters, and the fan mechanical design. 
Hub wheel speed, wall  curvatures,  and aspect ratio are among the  a f f ec t ed  
parameters. With chord reduction it is d e s i r a b l e  t o  m a i n t a i n  t h e  s t a l l  
capabili ty of the stage.  For a f ixed  b lade  he ight ,  th i s  means t h a t  t h e  
product of chord and solidity must remain constant, so t h a t  t h e  number of 
blades  increases  as  the  square  of  the  ra t io  of  o ld  to  new chord. Reduced 
chord, higher aspect ratio blade and van.e rows may require part-span shrouds,  
which have eff ic iency penal t ies .  
Higher  so l id i ty  in  a higher  blade number design may requi re  some reduc- 
t i o n  i n  i n l e t  a v e r a g e  a x i a l  Mach number.  The  LF475 ro tor  in le t  annulus  was 
s ized  for  an  average  ax ia l  Mach number of approximately 0.58. Streamline 
s lope  and in le t  b lockage  made the average meridional Mach number even higher. 
1n.cidences i n  t h e  LF745 design were largely set  by choke margin rather than 
by low speed minimum los s  c r i t e r i a  because  o f  Mach number levels .  
A f lowpath with reduced fan inlet  Mach number should also have somewhat 
r educed  s t a to r  i n l e t  Mach numbers also.  A s l i g h t  i n c r e a s e  i n  f a n  i n l e t  
r a d i u s  r a t i o  may a l so  be required with an increased blade number des ign  to  
keep up hub wheel speed,  avoid high s ta tor  hub i n l e t  Mach numbers, and t o  
maintain LF475 and LF387 loading levels.  
Another major factor that  would have t o  be considered in a many-bladed 
design is t h e  e f f e c t  of t h e  h i g h  s t r e s s  l e v e l s  on f a n  l i f e .  A t  h i g h  s t r e s s  
l eve l s  t he  low cyc le  f a t igue  e f f ec t s  o f  s t a r t - s top  cyc le s  can  consume fa t igue  
l i f e  a s  r ap id ly  a s  o rd ina ry  v ib ra t ion  cons ide ra t ions .  
The net  cross-sect ional  area of  the blades and the blade centr i fugal  
s t r e s s  a re  func t ions  o f  t he  number of blades. As t he  number of blades is 
increased, an upper l i m i t  is reached. This limit i n  b l a d e  number can be 
exceeded by use of newer and s t ronge r  ma te r i a l s  o r  by  new technologies  for  
the turbine-fan attachment. Fan s i z e  a l s o  a f f e c t s  t h i s  b l a d e  number l i m i t  
because the net  blade cross-sect ion decreases  fas ter  with s ize  than does the 
t i p  load. Figure 48 shows the  maximum number of fan blades as a funct ion 
o f  f an  s i ze  and t i p  s p e e d ,  f o r  6-6-2 Titanium alloy. This curve is v a l i d  
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Figure  47 Effects of Fan I n l e t  Mach Number on 
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Figure  48. Number of Blades  Versus Fan T i p  Diameter & 
Fan T i p  Speed 
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Figure 49 shows the  e f fec t  o f  changes  in  b lade  number on rotor weight 
alone, & Figure 50 shows the  e f f ec t  o f  b l ade  number on the  to t a l  f an  we igh t ,  
f o r  t h e  LF475 basepoint fan. Increases i n  blade number reduce fan weight 
because of t h e  r e d u c t i o n  i n  net blade cross-sectional area (and volume) j u s t  
discussed. 
Vane/Blade Ratio. - Table V I 1 1  compares the vane/blade rat ios  of  
severa l  lift fan designs. The  LF475 basepoint fan has 36 vanes and a vane/ 
b lade  ra t io  of  0.55m The LF1 (XV-5B wing fan)  has  90 vanes and a vane/blade 
r a t i o  o f  2.5.  One s t i f f e n i n g  r i n g  was used i n  t h e  LF1 s t a t o r .  But t h e  LF475 
s ta tor  has  about  four  times the load of  the LF1 because of the  h igher  l i f t  
& fan  pressure  ra t io  of  the  LF475. Therefore, any i n c r e a s e  i n  LF475 vane 
number is correspondingly more d i f f i c u l t .  
The  LF475 vane number can be increased to 72 by using solid vanes and 
by adding two s t i f fening r ings to  support  vane bending loads.  Further  
i nc reases  in  vane number w i l l  r equi re  addi t iona l  s t i f fen ing  r ings .  Each of 
these  r ings  w i l l  have a performance loss  equivalent  t o  about 1.5% of fan 
eff ic iency.  
There is a radial  var ia t ion of  fan acoust ic  energy,  with the majori ty  
of fan noise being generated in the outer region of the fan annulus.  It  
would therefore  seem logica l  to  reduce  vane weight and performance pena l t i e s  
by having a vane/blade ratio of two only in  the fan outer  annulus .  Figure 51 
il lustrates such an arrangement.  The short  vanes extend only over the outer 
one third of the fan annulus,  thus reducing the weight penalty and perfor- 
mance losses.  Figure 52 shows the  change in fan weight versus vane number 
for  th i s  conf igura t ion .  
To proceed yet  one s tep fur ther ,  Figure 53 i l l u s t r a t e s  a m i n i m u m -  
penalty vane number increase.  Shown is a conventional vane row having only 
s tub vanes placed at  the t ip ,  to  increase the vane/blade rat io  in  this  
region only. 
The benefit  of these concepts can only be estimated, There are no test 
da ta  as  ye t  ava i lab le  t o  support the assumption of noise reduction due t o  
high vane/blade ratios only in the outer fan annulus.  
Vane Lean. - I t  is not  possible  t o  i nco rpora t e  l ean  in to  the  LF475 
stators because the load-carrying struts and the  aerodynamic vanes are 
combined in to  an  in tegra l  s t ruc ture .  To incorporate  lean,  it is necessary 
t o  change t o  a fan assembly having a s t ruc tura l  f ront  f rame,  a r o t o r  and an 
OGV row, such as  the LF1 used i n  t h e  XV-5B a i rc raf t .  F igure  54 shows t h e  
vane row of Figure 51 which was previously discussed, with lean added, 
Figure 55 defines the weight increase as a funct ion of  the lean angle ,  for 
the  basepoint  fan with this  vane row, The discont inui ty  in  the curves 
occur s  a t  t he  t r ans i t i on  from hollow to solid vanes,  required for mechanical 
considerations.  
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Figure  49 Rotor  Weight vs No.  O f  Blades 
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Figure 50. Fan Weight V s .  Number of Blades, for OGV Fans 
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Figure 52. Fan Weight Vs .  Number of Tip Vanes for OGV Fans 
Figure 53. Stator Vane Row with Stub Vanes at  the Tip 
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Figure 55 Fan Weight Versus Number of Vanes  With  Lean, 
for OGV Fans 
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S t r u t  Lean. - It is a l so  poss ib l e  to  inco rpora t e  l ean  in to  the  struct- 
u r a l  f r o n t  frame. Figure 56 i l l u s t r a t e s  t h e  c o n v e n t i o n a l  s t r u c t u r a l  f r o n t  
frame with the major and minor struts forming a c ross .  These  s t ru ts  can be 
made non-radial by employing the  so-ca l led  H-frame concep t  i l l u s t r a t ed  in  
Figure 57. This H-frame cons is t s  of  two p a r a l l e l  s t r u t s  a l i g n e d  w i t h  t h e  
airflow, and eliminates the need for the minor s t r u t s  of  the cross  f rame of 
Figure 56, The r o t o r  l i f t  l o a d s  a n d  g y r o  moments must  be t ransfer red  through 
t h e  hub t o  t h e  s t r u t s .  The gyro moment loads  the  hub i n  t o r s i o n ,  w i t h  h i g h  
shear  loads generated in  the hub-strut  a t tachment  area.  Hub s t i f f n e s s  is 
t h e r e f o r e  c r i t i c a l  t o  k e e p  t h e  r o t o r  t i p  d e f l e c t i o n  w i t h  d e s i g n  l i m i t s .  The 
H-frame front frame is es t imated  to  increase  the  LF475 fan weight by about 
2%. The performance penalty due to  the non-radial  f rame is es t imated  to  be  
small  - 
Spacing. - The ro tor -s ta tor  spac ing  is the axial  spacing between the 
vane and blade rows a t  t he  f an  t i p .  Spac ing  is expressed  in  mul t ip les  of  
the  t rue  t ip  chord  of  the  ups t ream blade  rowo 
One obvious effect  of increased spacing is increased fan thickness .  
Figure 58 shows fan  th ickness  ra t io  ( fan  th ickness / fan  t ip  d iameter )  as  a 
function of spacing and blade number, f o r  OGV fans. There is little o r  no 
performance l o s s  for  increased spacing.  This  has  been substant ia ted in  
numerous references, for example, References 6 & 7. The weight  penal ty  for  
increased  spac ing  in  shown in  F igu re  59. 
Performance & Ins t a l l a t ion  Pa rame t r i c  Data f o r  I G V  Fans 
Fan Pressure Ratio & Tip Speed. - Figure 60 shows t h e  f a n  r a d i u s  r a t i o  
r e l a t i o n s h i p  t o  p r e s s u r e  r a t i o  and t i p  speed  for  I G V  fans. This is s i m i l a r  
to  F igure  35 f o r  t h e  OGV fans,  but is based on the LF387 aerodynamic design. 
Figures 61 through 64 show lift ,  diameter,  planform area and weight as 
funct ions of  fan t ip  speed and p res su re  r a t io ,  All data  are  normalized to  
the design point values of the LF387 basepoint I G V  fan.  For these data,  
s c r o l l  i n l e t  horsepower was held constant  while  fan eff ic iency and fan radius  
r a t i o  were  variables. The f a n  l i f t  is shown i n  Figure 61, Maximum l i f t  is 
obta ined  wi th  t ip  speeds  of  1000 f p s  a t  a 1.15 p res su re  r a t io  and  a t  1050 f p s  
a t  a 1.3 pressure  ra t io .  Fan t ip  diameter ,  fan area and fan weight  are  shown 
on. Figures 62, 63 and 64. For constant input horsepower, the lower pressure 
ra t io  fans  a re  la rger ,  have  h igher  th rus t  augmenta t ion  ra t ios  and  h igher  
bypass ratios.  Figures 65 and 66 show the l i f t /weight  and l i f t / a r e a  t r e n d s  
wi th  t ip  speed  and pressure rat io  a t  constant  input  horsepower.  The h ighes t  
values  of  l i f t /area are  obtained with t ip  speeds between 950 f p s  a t  1.20 
pres su re  r a t io  and about lo00 f p s  a t  1.30 pressure  ra t io .  
Fan  Diameter. - These  previous  data  were  for  constant  input power. The 
fan diameter and l i f t  may be changed by varying the input  power, 
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Figure  56 Conventional  Front Frame with C r o s s e d   S t r u t s  
Non r a d i a l  
Figure  57 Front  Frame w i t h  Lean 
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Figure 60. Fan Radius Ratio vs.  Fan Tip Speed, for IGV Fans 
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Figure 61. Lift vs. Tip Speed and Pressure  Ratio,  
for IGV Fans 
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Figure 63.  Area vs.  Fan Tip Speed and Pressure 
Ratio,  for IGV Fans 
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Figure 62. Fan Tip Diameter vs. Tip Speed and 
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Figure 64. Weight vs. Tip Speed and Pressure 
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Figure 67 shows t h e  effect  of input horsepower on l i f t  & f a n  t i p  d i a -  
meter. Figure 68 shows t h e  effect of varying input power on f an  l i f t /  
weight and l i f t / a rea  r a t i o s  f o r  t h e  LF387 des ign  va lues  of  pressure  ra t io  & 
t i p  speed, The same t rends  a re  ev ident  for  bo th  OGV and I G V  fans ,  i.e., t h e  
l i f t /we igh t  r a t io  o f  t he  f an  is s t r o n g l y  a f f e c t e d  by fan  s ize .  
Fan I n l e t  Axial Mach  Number. - Figure 69 shows the  envelope  wi th in  which 
the  f an  i n l e t  average  ax ia l  Mach number should be for  I G V  fans. The same 
ax ia l  d i f fus ion  limit and t i p  s l o p e  limit t h a t  w e r e  g iven  in  F igure  46 f o r  
OGV f ans  app ly  a l so  to  I G V  fans. The choke l i m i t  f o r  I G V  f ans  is determined 
by choke considerat ions at  the throat  of  the upstream I G V  row, s i n c e  t h e  
flow area is reduced by turning through the I G V l s ,  These  choke limits 
represent  a p r a c t i c a l  maximum f o r  I G V  fans.   Figure 70 shows l i f t ,  l i f t /  
weight,  and l if t /area versus  t h e  f a n  i n l e t  a x i a l  Mach number f o r  I G V  f a n s .  
For maximum l i f t /weight  and l i f t / a r e a ,  t h e  f a n  i n l e t  a x i a l  Mach number 
should be chosen as high as the  limits of Figure 70 allow, 
Blade Number Increases.  - For both I G V  and OGV f ans ,  t he  same conside- 
r a t i o n s  f o r  i n c r e a s e s  i n  b l a d e  number apply.  Figure 48 shows the  maximum 
number of  fan blades as  a func t ion  o f  f an  s i ze  and t i p  speed ,  for  6-6-2 
Ti tan ium a l loy .  Fur ther  increases  in  b lade  number requi re  new t i p  t u r b i n e  
attachment  methods o r  new and s t ronger  mater ia ls .  Figure 71 shows t h e  e f f e c t  
of blade number on fan weight  for  the LF387 basepoint I G V  fan. 
Vane/Blade Ratio. - The basepoint  fan has  28 vanes and a vane/blade 
r a t i o  o f  0.70. The basepoint  fan has  40 blades,  s o  t h a t  a vane /b lade  ra t io  
of 2.1 can be obtained with only 84 vanes. But t he  LF387 has  no sepa ra t e  
load-carrying frame, the 28 I G V ' s  a re  themselves  the load-carrying members, 
Increases  in vane number therefore  requi re  tha t  s t ruc tura l  f rames  such  as 
shown i n  Figure 56 be incorporated into the design. Figure 72 shows t h e  
change i n  the  basepoint  fan  weight  as  vane number is increased. The weight 
i n c r e a s e  t o  o b t a i n  t h e  2.1 vane /b lade  ra t io  is about 2%. 
Vane  Lean. - Vane lean cannot  be incorporated into an i n t e g r a l  f r o n t  
frame - I G V  row because of  the s t ruts ,  I t  is necessary to  change to  an I G V -  
r o t o r  - r e a r  frame assembly i f  vane lean is  required.  
Spacing, - The t i p  a x i a l  s p a c i n g  f o r  I G V  fans  is expressed  in  mul t ip les  
of  the  t rue  t ip  chord  of  the  in le t  gu ide  vanes ,  The f a n  i n l e t  and t h e  f a n  
ro tor  def ine  the  fan  th ickness  for  I G V  fans. Some increase  in  spac ing  is 
therefore  possible  with no increase  i n  fan thickness ,  A spacing of 0.6 
I G V  chords can be obtained on the basepoint  fan with no increase  i n  fan thick-  
ness. As the  vanes  a re  ra i sed  i n  t h e  i n l e t  t o  i n c r e a s e  s p a c i n g ,  t h e i r  
l ength  increases .  This ,  p lus  the  necessary  s t i f fen ing  of  the  hub  and s h a f t  
assembly, represent the weight change due to  inc reased  spac ing ,  up t o  .6 
I G V  chords,   Further  increases  in  spacing increase fan  thickness & fan  
weight i n  t he  same way a s  f o r  t h e  OGV fans.  Figure 73 shows the fan weight 
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Figure 73. Weight Increase for Rotor-Stator Spacing, 
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SELECTIONS  OF QUIET FAN  DESIGNS 
The parametr ic  noise  data  and parametric performance & i n s t a l l a t i o n  
data can be used to m a k e  judgements of reasonable compromises to  ach ieve  
a quiet fan. For each change in  the  fan  des ign  parameters  of  a basepoint fan, 
the incremental  noise  reduct ion and the effects  on fan performance & 
instal la t ion can be determined using the parametr ic  data .  The one c r i t e r i a  
de f in ing  the  qu ie t  f an  was t h a t  t o t a l  lift remained t h e  same, thus  it w a s  
necessary t o  i n c r e a s e  f a n  s ize  t o  o f f s e t  performance losses. This was f e l t  
t o  be a r e a l i s t i c  approach t o  d e f i n i n g  t h e  t r u e  effect of noise reduction. 
These incremental  noise reductions obtained for changes in individual fan 
parameters  cannot be s imply added together .  Instead,  the resul tant  fan 
d e f i n i t i o n  must be  reana lyzed  to  cor rec t ly  es t imate  the  f ina l  no ise  
character is . t ics  of  the fan design.  The final se l ec t ed  qu ie t  f an  des igns  w e r e  
run on the  fan  des ign  & acous t i c  p red ic t ion  computer programs t o   c a l c u l a t e  
t h e  combined e f f e c t s  of a l l  of the design changes.  Finally,  the fan changes 
made to  r educe  no i se  a re  dependent on i n s t a l l a t i o n  r e s t r i c t i o n s  and judge- 
ment. It is bel ieved the fol lowing fan designs represent  typical  cases  
from the  in s t a l l a t ion  s t andpo in t .  
Selected OGV Fan Design 
Fan Pressure Ratio,  Tip Speed & Blade Number. - Figure 10 i d e n t i f i e s  a 
potent ia l  noise  reduct ion for  changing from 1.39 t o  1-30 p res su re  r a t io .  
Further ,  Reference 12 has  reported that  a fan  pressure  ra t io  of  about  
1.3 makes a n  a t t r a c t i v e  V/STOL Transport. A pressure  ra t io  of  1.3 was 
t h e r e f o r e  s e l e c t e d  f o r  t h e  f i r s t  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  t h e  OGV quiet  fan.  
The t i p  speed was  hown t o  have little e f f e c t  on noise. However, 
Figure 43 shows t h a t  t h e  maximum l i f t / w e i g h t  r a t i o  is obta ined  a t  a t i p  
speed  of  about 1050 fps. Therefore, 1050 f p s  t i p  s p e e d  was se l ec t ed  fo r  
t h e  f i r s t  d e f i n i t i o n  of the  quie t  fan ,  
From Figures 36 & 37, a t  103 p r e s s u r e  r a t i o  and 1050 f p s ,  t h e  l i f t  is 
1,085 o f  t he  basepo in t  f an  l i f t  and the diameter is 1.11 of the basepoint 
fan  diameter.  These  data  are  for  constant  input  horsepower, To s c a l e  
these  da t a  to  cons t an t  l i f t ,  t he  r a t io  o f  l i f t / d i ame te r2  (d i sc  load ing)  is 
held constant :  
1.085 / (loll) = 1 / D2 
D2 = 1.065 
2  2 
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Therefore, a 1.3 p r e s s u r e  r a t i o  f a n  a t  1050 f p s  must have a f a n  t i p  
diameter 6.5% l a r g e r  t h a n  t h e  b a s e p o i n t  f a n  f o r  t h e  same l i f t .  The required 
fan rIj.ameter would be 1.065 X 75 = 79.9 inches . 
Figure 18 i n d i c a t e s  t h a t  a blade number increase  w i l l  r e s u l t  i n  a no ise  
reduction. Figure 48 shows t h a t  8 2  b l a d e s  is t h e  maximum number of blades 
f o r  a n  80 i n c h  f a n  a t  1050 fps t i p  speed ,  therefore  82  b lades  w e r e  s e l e c t e d  
f o r  t h e  first d e f i n i t i o n  o f  t h e  q u i e t  fan. 
When this  combinat ion of  1.3 p r e s s u r e  r a t i o ,  1050 t i p  speed, 80 inch 
diameter, and 82 blades was run on the computer t o  d e f i n e  t h e  new noise  
l eve l ,  i t  was found that  the same noise reduction could be obtained by 
only increasing blade number whi le  ho ld ing  pressure  ra t io ,  t ip  speed ,  and 
s i ze  cons t an t ,  a s  was obtained by changing blade number, p r e s s u r e  r a t i o ,  
t i p  speed  and  f an  s i ze  toge the r .  Th i s  r e su l t  i l l u s t r a t e s  t he  s t a t emen t  
made previously,  that  these incremental  noise  reduct ions obtained by changes 
in individual fan parameters cannot be added together,  but instead, the 
resul tant  total  combinat ion of  parameters  must be reanalyzed t o  c o r r e c t l y  
e s t ima te  the  no i se  cha rac t e r i s t i c s  o f  a fan design. 
The s e l e c t e d  q u i e t  f a n  was therefore  redef ined  to  keep  the  des ign  va lues  
of 1.39 pressure  ra t io  and  1100 f p s  t i p  s p e e d  unchanged, while  increasing 
the blade number t o  80 as  ind ica t ed  by Figure 48. 
Vane/Blade Ratio, - The vane row having additional vanes i n  t h e  o u t e r  
th i rd  of  the  fan  annulus  was s e l e c t e d  f o r  t h e  q u i e t  f a n  (see Figure 51). 
There are  56 full-span vanes and 112 part-span vanes in the selected design. 
There are  a t o t a l  o f  168 vanes a t  t h e  t i p ,  which gives  a vane/blade rat io  
a t  t h e  t i p  o f  2.1. The fan  weight  increase,  from  Figure 55, was est imated 
t o  b e  8.6%. The incremental   noise  decrease,  from  Figure 20, i s  about 5 
PNdB . 
Vane Lean, - The c i rcumferent ia l  l ean ing  of  the  s ta tor  vanes  provides  
a phasing of  the rotor  wake i n t e r a c t i o n  and t h e r e f o r e  a p p e a r  a t t r a c t i v e  a s  
a noise  reduction  feature.  I t  is d i f f i c u l t  t o  incorporate   very  high  lean 
angles  in to  a vane row. The inc rease  i n  vane  length  increases  weight  and 
r equ i r e s  add i t iona l  s t i f f en ing  r ings ,  The hub loading is a l s o  a f f e c t e d  by 
the   acu te  hub-vane angles. The qu ie t   f an   has  30° of  lean. The incorporat ion 
of lean based on the  resu l t s  of  Reference  8 was calculated to  be approximately 
3 PNdB, The addi t iona l  fan  weight  increase  was ca lcu la ted  to  be  about  1%, 
from Figure 55. 
Front Frame  Lean. - I t  is necessary  to   use a s t r u c t u r a l  f r o n t  f r a m e  i n  
o rde r  t o  inco rpora t e  l ean  in to  the  s t a to r  vane  row o f  the  OGV fan, These 
f r o n t  frame s t ru t s  have  low drag coeff ic ients  and perform no aerodynamic 
funct ion,  but ,  nevertheless ,  are  a source of noise because of t h e  
c lose  s t ru t - ro tor  spac ing .  The se lec ted  quie t  des ign  of  F igure  74 is shown 
with front  f rame lean to  offset  any noise  penal ty  incurred by changing t o  
a f r o n t  frame design, The weight  increase for  an H frame is about 23'0 of 
fan weight. 
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Rotor-Stator Spacing. - A one-chord spacing w a s  s e l e c t e d  f o r  t h e  q u i e t  
fan. The noise  reduct ion is g iven  in  F igu re  22. It can  be  seen, from Figure 
58, t h a t  t h i s  w i l l  r e s u l t  i n  a f an  th i ckness  inc rease  o f  3 inches,  an increase 
i n  f a n  t h i c k n e s s  r a t i o  o f  0.04, b r i n g i n g  t h e  r a t i o  t o  0-24. Figure 59 
ind ica t e s  a corresponding weight increase of 3%. 
Larger noise reductions are poss ib l e  wi th  fu r the r  increase i n  ro tor -  
s ta tor  spac ing .  The allowable spacing is c l o s e l y  r e l a t e d  t o  p a r t i c u l a r  
ins ta l la t ion  requi rements .  In  genera l ,  for  qu ie t  des igns ,  spac ing  should  be  
a s  much as t h e  p a r t i c u l a r  wing o r  pod th ickness  w i l l  allow. 
Acoustic Material .  - Effective use  of  acous t ic  mater ia l s  in  fan- in-  
wing i n s t a l l a t i o n s  is limited because of t he  th inness  o f  t he  in s t a l l a t ion .  
However, the  s tudy  has  ident i f ied  three  areas i n  which acous t ic  mater ia l s  
can be employed t o  advantage: The flowpath w a l l  a t  t h e  f a n  t i p  between t h e  
r o t o r  and s t a t o r ;  t h e  s t a t o r  s t i f f e n i n g  r i n g ;  and the  ex i t  l ouve r s .  
"" 
A half-inch thick l ining of acoustic material  has been added to the 
flow-path wall between the rotor and s t a t o r .  The l i n e r  h a s  been incorporated 
in to  the  f an  s t ruc tu re .  
A s t a t o r  s t i f f e n i n g  r i n g  is l o c a t e d  a t  t h e  o u t e r  t h i r d  o f  t h e  f a n  
annulus  and  supports  the  ends  of  the  short  vanes.  This  ring,  already 
required as a s t ruc tura l  par t ,  has  been  modi f ied  in to  an  acous t ic  pane l  by 
lengthening the chord and adding acoust ic  t reatment  to  both s ides .  This  
assembly, since it  is a r ing ,  can  be  loca ted  c lose  to  the  ro tor  wi thout  
compromising the rotor-s ta tor  spacing.  
The exi t  louvers  have been t reated by adding one half  inch of acoustic 
mater ia l  to  each  s ide .  The louver assembly consists of twelve vanes which 
have a 10" chord, a t h i ckness  r a t io  o f  lo%, and a s o l i d i t y  o f  1.5, 
The addi t ion  of  acous t ic  mater ia l  t rea tment  in  these  three  a reas  w i l l  
decrease the fan noise  by an estimated 8 PNdB, a s igni f icant  reduct ion ,  The 
est imated fan weight  increase for  the acoust ic  t reatment  is 2%. The s t a t o r  
r i n g  a c o u s t i c  S p l i t t e r  W i l l  cause Some performance loss which w i l l  r equi re  
t h a t  t h e  f a n  t i p  d i a m e t e r  be increased by about 1 inch to  maintain constant  
lift. This  s ize  increase  f o r  constant  lift w i l l  increase  fan  weight by 
another 2%. The t o t a l  weight  increase for  acoust ic  mater ia l  t reatment  is 
the re fo re  4% f o r  t h e  OGV q u i e t  fan. 
The q u i e t  OGV f an  is summarized i n  T a b l e  IX. The f a n  is shown i n  
Figure 74. The basepoint LF475 OGV fan has  a 500 feet  s ide l ine  noise  of  
l l 9  PNdB, The qu ie t  ve r s ion  o f  t h i s  f an  has  a 500 feet  s ide l ine  no i se  o f  
only 99 PNdE3, a reduction  of 20 PNdB. The f an  l i f t  is unchanged, The fan 
diameter is increased by 1 inch, the fan weight is increased by l7%, 
and the  fan  th ickness  is increased by 3 inches,, 
Table M. OGV Quiet Fan Summary 
Noise  Reduction 
Basepoint Fan 500' Sideline PNdB 119 
Quiet  OGV Fan 5001 Sideline PNdB 107 
without  Acoustic  Treatment 
Quiet  OGV Fan 5001 Sideline PNdB 99 
With  Acoustic  Treatment 
Total PNdB Reduction 20 
Blade  Number 
Vane/Blade  Ratio 
Vane Lean, degrees 
Front  Frame Lean 
Spacing,  chords 
Acoustic  Material 
I Net  Change 
Design  Changes 
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Figure 74. Quiet OGV Fan 
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Selected I G V  Fan Design 
Fan Pressure Rat io  & Tip Speed. - A dec rease  in  fan p r e s s u r e  r a t i o  
from the basepoint  fan value of  1.26' t o  1.18 w i l l  decrease  the  noise  by 
~ 
only about 2 PNdB from Figure 24. B u t  t h i s  p re s su re  r a t io  change  w i l l  
r equi re  a s ize  increase of  about  9 inches  to  main ta in  cons tan t  l i f t ,  from 
Figures 61 and 62. This  represents  an 11% increase  i n  size. Therefore,  no 
change w a s  made to  the  basepo in t  f an  p re s su re  r a t io  o f  1.26. 
The f a n  t i p  s p e e d  o f  lo00 ft/sec w i l l  g ive  the  maximum l i f t /we igh t  r a t io ,  
from Figure 66. Since noise  is a weak func t ion  of  t ip  speed  from Figure 
28, no change was made to  the  basepo in t  f an  t i p  speed  o f  lo00 ft/sec. 
Blade Number. - Figure 48 shows t h a t  more blades can be added t o  t h e  
fan. But increased blade number has less e f f e c t  on no i se  fo r  t he  I G V  f an  
than  fo r  t he  OGV fan.  This  decrease in  effect iveness  is explained by Figures 
15 & 16. The I G V  fan  has  a low fundamental  frequency.  Increasing  the  blade 
number decreases the absolute n.oise level but increases the annoyance. 
Larger noise reductions can be obtained for I G V  fans  by decreasing the vane/ 
blade interact ion through increased vane/blade rat io  and increased spacing. 
Any weight savings due to  increased  b lade  number would be quickly surpassed 
by weight  increases  required to  obtain a vane/blade ratio of 2.1, a s  was the  
case  wi th  the  quie t  OGV fan. It  was decided t o  keep the present  low  number 
of blades ( 4 0 )  f o r  t h e  LF387 r o t o r  and direct  the s tudy toward noise  
reduction by other techniques.  
Vane/Blade Ratio. - The basepoint IGV fan has  a vane/blade ratio of 
0.70. The  LF387 basepoint fan has 28 vanes  which a l s o  serve a s  s t r u c t u r a l  
members. For  the I G V  qu ie t  fan ,  the  vane  number was increased  to  84 f o r  a 
vane/blade rat io  of  2.1, and the front  f rame design was changed by adding 
major and minor s t r u t s  a s  shown in  F igure  56 to  carry the mechanical  loads.  
The weight increase for the higher vane number is about 2%, from Figure 72. 
Vane  Lean. - Vane lean can be added to the I G V  now  by changing the 
des ign  to  incorpora te  a mechanical rear frame. But t h i s  would increase fan 
weight (due to  longer  vanes  & due t o  t h e  frame change) and increase fan 
th ickness  (due  to  the  minor  s t ru ts  of  F igure  56 being in  the  f an  d i scha rge )  
f o r  a po ten t i a l  no i se  r educ t ion  tha t  a t  t h i s  po in t  can  on ly  be  assumed. A 
thickness  increase due to  increased  spac ing  of fers  la rger  no ise  reduct ions  
f o r  IGV fans  than would t h e  same thickness  increase due t o  t h e  minor s t r u t  
being moved to  the fan discharge.  One could employ t h e  H-frame of Figure 57 
for  the  rear  f rame des ign  & e l imina te  the  fan  th ickness  increase  due t o  t h e  
minor s t r u t ,  b u t  t h i s  would impose complexity, w e i g h t  & performance penalties 
on t h e  exit  louvers. I t  was therefore  decided not  to  use leaned vanes in  the 
qu ie t  I G V  fano  
Rotor-Stator Spacing. - This I G V  fan can have an increase in  spacing of  
0060 vane chords without an increase in fan thickness,  by moving the  I G V ' s  
h igher  up i n  t h e  f a n  i n l e t .  
This  requires  a redes ign  of  the  in le t  w a l l  curva tures  to  main ta in  the  s tage  
loading. 
A spacing of two chords was s e l e c t e d  f o r  t h e  q u i e t  I G V  fan. The 
incremental  noise reduction is given i n  Figure 3 4 .  The fan weight w i l l  
increase  about 3%, from Figure 73. The fan  th ickness  ra t io  ( fan  th ickness /  
f an  t i p  d i ame te r )  w i l l  increase  from the basepoint  LF387 value of 0.18 t o  
0.22 f o r  t h e  q u i e t  I G V  fan ,  a th ickness  increase  of  4 inches. 
Acoustic Material. - The I G V  f an  and t h e  OGV fan employ t h e  same 
acous t ic  t rea tments  to  the  f lowpath  t ip  w a l l  between t h e  s t a t o r  and t h e  
r o t o r  and to  the  ex i t  l ouve r s .  However, a s t a t o r  vane  r ing  acoustic 
s p l i t t e r  h a s  n o t  been  added t o  t h i s  I G V  fan. The study showed t h a t  t h i s  
s p l i t t e r  can  reduce  the  noise  only  about 1 PNdB. A 1 PNdB noise  reduct ion 
does not  just i fy  the added weight and blockage imposed by t h e  s p l i t t e r .  
The addi t ion of  acoust ic  t reatment  to  the fan f lowpath and ex i t  l ouve r s  
is expec ted  to  reduce  to  the  noise  by about 5 PNdB, while adding about 1% 
to the fan weight .  
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Table X. IGV Quiet Fan Summary 
Noise  Reduction 
~~ ~ 
Basepoint Fan 500' Sideline  PNdB  131
Quiet  IGV  Fan 500' Sideline  PNdB 
Without  Acoustic  Treatment 
Quiet  IGV Fan 500' Sideline  PNdB 
With  Acoustic  Treatment 
111 
106 
Design  Changes 
Vane/Blade  Ratio 
Spacing,  Vane  Chords 
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Figure 75.  Quiet IGV Fan 
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CONCLUSIONS 
1. The basepoint IGV f an  w a s  found to  be  louder  than  the  basepoin t  OGV fan 
even though the OGV fan has over 5% more l i f t .  This is due t o  t h e  
s t ronge r  vane - blade  in te rac t ion  of  the  IGV fan. 
2. The q u i e t  IGV f a n  is louder  than  the  quie t  OGV fan. But t h e  q u i e t  IGV 
fan  permi ts  a t h i n n e r  i n s t a l l a t i o n  & has a smaller weight  penal ty  for  
t he  add i t ion  o f  t he  qu ie t  f ea tu re s .  The no i se  o f  t he  qu ie t  IGV f an  
could be reduced by making the addi t ional  ref inements  used i n  t h e  q u i e t  
OGV f an  ( inc reas ing  the  number of  b lades ,  l ean ing  the  s ta tors  & using 
an H - f r a m e )  but  with performance and weight  penal t ies  s imilar  to  those 
shown f o r  t h e  q u i e t  OGV fan. 
3 0  Large  Spacings  (one t o  two chords)  reduced  the  fundamental  tones  on 
both the IGV & OGV fans. A l a rge r  r educ t ion  was ob ta ined  fo r  t he  IGV 
fan because of the  s t ronger  vane-blade interact ion.  
4 ,  The use of  acoust ic  materials s ignif icant ly  reduced both pure tone & 
broad band noise  for  bo th  IGV & OGV fanso  
5. The r e s u l t s  o f  t h e  s t u d y  i n d i c a t e  t h a t  l i f t  f a n  n o i s e  l e v e l s  of t h e  
order  of  100 PNdB on t h e  500 foo t  s ide l ine  can  be obtain.ed with small 
performance & i n s t a l l a t i o n  p e n a l t i e s .  
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APPENDIX A' 
THEORETICAL  PREDICTION  OF  AERODYNAMICALLY 
GENERATED NOISE I N  FANS & COMPRESSORS 
High frequency sound of the type generated by j e t  engine fans and compressors 
is not  only dis turbing from the s tandpoint  of  its sound pressure level ,  but  
of its frequency as w e l l .  The present ly  accepted subject ive noise  scales 
(see reference 4 ) i n d i c a t e  t h a t  a high frequency noise (2-5 KHz) is 
p o t e n t i a l l y  f a r  more annoying a t  a given level than the lower frequency 
j e t  n o i s e .  The reduction of emitted pure tone noise can be accomplished by 
two  means. F i r s t ,  t he  gene ra t ed  no i se  may be suppressed using sound 
absorbing mater ia ls  placed in  the engine duct ing and on o t h e r  s t r u c t u r a l  
members which are  exposed to  the acoust ic  waves. Secondly, a more bas ic  
approach may be taken that  prevents  the generat ion of  the noise  a t  the '  
po ten t ia l  source .  In  order  to  employ the  l a t t e r  concep t ,  a basic under- 
s tanding of  the mechanisms of pure tone noise generation must be obtained. 
Then these  mechanisms must be related to  the basic  aero-mechanical  design 
parameters which define the fan or compressor so  tha t  jud ic ious  des ign  
a l t e r a t ions  can  be made to reduce pure tone noise generation. A method has 
been developed by which the basic  noise  generat ing mechanisms can be d i r ec t -  
ly related to the major aerodynamic and geometric parameters in a f a n  o r  
compressor. The method is based on internal  unsteady  aerodynamics,  coupled 
with an acoust ic  f ie ld  descr ibed in  terms of  spinning modes.  The sound 
pressure levels  generated by the  ro tor  a lone ,  and the  po ten t i a l  and wake 
i n t e r a c t i o n  between adjacent blade rows are calculated.  The ana lys i s  of  
the  sound propagat ion  in  the  duc t  in  the  presence  of  ax ia l  and circumferen- 
t i a l  flows is described and incorpora ted  in  the  pred ic t ion  method. The 
a n a l y t i c a l  r e s u l t s  are compared with experimental data and a r e  shown to  be  
i n  good agreement. 
1. Appendix A is based  primarily on Reference 3 .  
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Basic Generating Mechanisms 
In  gene ra l ,  t he re  are two major kinds of blade passing frequency noise 
generat ing mechanisms: 
1. Those r e l a t i n g  t o  t h e  r o t a t i n g  b l a d e  row alone 
2. Those t h a t  are a r e s u l t  o f  t h e  i n t e r a c t i o n  o f  
moving blade rows wi th  s ta t ionary  b lade  rows 
The former mechanism is the  r e su l t  o f  t he  ro t a t ing  s t eady  ( in  the  r e fe rence  
frame a t t a c h e d  t o  t h e  r o t o r )  r o t o r  p r e s s u r e  f i e l d .  I n  t h e  a b s o l u t e  refer- 
ence frame t h i s  p r e s s u r e  f i e l d  a p p e a r s  as a pulsat ing source with frequency 
equal  to  that  of  the rotor  blade passing frequency.  
An i n t e rac t ion  r e l a t ed  no i se  may r e s u l t  from two major sources: 
Viscous w a k e  i n t e r a c t i o n  
P o t e n t i a l  f i e l d  i n t e r a c t i o n  
A viscous w a k e  i n t e r a c t i o n  r e s u l t s  when t h e  wake of an upstream blade row 
impinges  on a downstream blade row.  The d e f i c i e n t  wake v e l o c i t y  r e s u l t s  i n  
a change i n  downwash ( o r  upwash) on the downstream blade which, i n  t u r n ,  
causes a f luc ta t ion  of  the  b lade ' s  p ressure  f ie ld ,  
A p o t e n t i a l  i n t e r a c t i o n  r e s u l t s  i n  a mutual disturbance of the pressure 
f ie lds  of  both blade rows. Each b lade ' s  pressure  f ie ld  ex tends  out  a round 
the blade. When the  b lade  rows are c lose  enough t h e s e  f i e l d s  i n t e r s e c t .  
Thus, each blade experiences a dis turbance to its p r e s s u r e  f i e l d  a t  t h e  
blade passing frequency. 
Calculat ion of  Unsteady Ci rcu la t ion  
Rotor Alone, - The ro to r  a lone  no i se  is a r e su l t  o f  t he  " s t eady"  ro to r  
c i rcu la t ion .  
Thus, the  d is turbance  c i rcu la t ion  is computed from basic aerodynamic data 
and is a direct  funct ion of  the rotor 's  loading.  
Viscous Wake Interact ion.  - The unsteady circulat ion due t o  a viscous w a k e  
i n t e r a c t i o n  may be calculated by the  method of Reference 13. Consider the 
two dimensional tandem cascade of  thin air foi ls  in  an incompressible  f low,  
and t h e  w a k e  p r o f i l e  shown i n  F i g u r e s  A 1  and A2. Then the unsteady upwash 
on t h e  r o t o r  due t o  t h e  s t a t o r  w a k e s  may be expressed as 
where 
C X 
C C S C C 
b s e c u  + - r -) ' s  - .7 
S S r r "r 
b = b '  + cs COS MS + c COS- r r 

and 




Equation (A5)  implies  that  the  wake  width  and  velocity  decrement  are  to  be 
evaluated at the  quarter  chord  point  on  the  rotor.  Reference  13  shows  that 
the  value of x /c does  not  significantly  affect  the  results. r r  
Assuming a sinusoidal  unsteady  motion of a  thin  airfoil, it can  be  shown 
(Reference 14) that  the  unsteady  circulation  the  rotor  is  given by 
00 
rr = 2n cr 1 v z  J ( m w r )  S(mwr) exp [im [ iar t - w r 
m= 1 
where 




Potential  Interaction. - A similar  calculation  can  be  made  for  the  potential 
interaction  of  the  rotor  pressure  field  on  a  stator  blade  by  using  the  method 
of  Reference 15- Consider  the  geometry  shown  in  Figure A3, In  this  case 





The  quantity H is a  function  of  the  vorticity  distribution  along  the  rotor 
chord,  Equation (All) assumed  the  rotor  vorticity  distribution  to  be 
equivalent  to  that  of  an  isolated  flat-plate  airfoil  at  an  angle  of  attack. 
r 
rn 
Again,  for  sinusoidal  motion,  the  unsteady  circulation  can  be  shown  to  have 
the  form 
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where 
Additional  equations  for  the  viscous  wake  interaction  between  a  rotor  and 
downstream  stator, the potential  interaction  due  to  the  stator  pressure 
field on the  rotor in Figure A3, and  the  mutual  potential  interaction of a 
rotor  and  downstream  stator  can  be  derived  by  the  same  processes  as  those 
used to deduce  Equations ( A 6 )  and ( A l 3 ) .  In  the  case  of  the  potential 
interaction  of  the  steady  stator  pressure  field  with  a  rotor,  however,  it 
is more  realistic  to  use  an  elliptic  vorticity  distribution  along  the 
vane  chord  in  defining  Equation ( A l l ) .  That  is, 
where 
In  summary,  equations  similar  to  Equations ( A 6 )  and ( A l 3 )  can  be  written 
which  will  define  the  unsteady  circulation  due  to  interactions  between 
rotors  and  stators  in  terms  of  basic  aerodynamic  and  geometric  design 
parameters,  While  the  rotor  alone  %nsteady1I  circulation  can  be  obtained 
from  the  design  aerodynamic  loading of the  rotor. 
Wave  Propagation in the  Engine  Duct 
It now remains  to  relate  the  unsteady  circulation  computed  in  the  previous 
section  to  the  propagation  of an acoustic  wave  in  the  engine  duct,  If  the 
annular  duct  geometry  (see  References 16, 17 and 18) is  as  shown  in  Figure 
A5, the  linear  differential  equation  for  small  pressure  disturbances  may  be 
expressed  in  non-dimensional  form,  as 
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Stator 
Figure A3.  Potential  Interaction Model 
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a +-  r "3 a 2 0  (A16)  
where M and M a re  r e s p e c t i v e l y  the  axia l  a n d   t a n g e n t i a l  Mach numbers ,   and z 0 
h i s  d c f i n e d  by 
a 
v = Q Q  
If it is assumed t h a t  t h e  s w i r l  ve loc i ty  is representa t ive  of  a s o l i d  body 
r o t a t i o n ,  t h a t  is 
M@ = r Me ( A 1 8 )  
where M e  is a c o n s t a n t ,  t h e n  t h e  s o l u t i o n  t o  Q u a t i o n  ( A 1 6 )  can be expressed 
- 
as 
+ o o  a3 
i ( z  -i ( z  i n  (6 - Mn t )  
a= + A2 e l e  Rn ( A m r )  ( A 1 9 1  
-n MZ (Mn - Me) 
Y =  
1 - MZ 2 
( A 2 0  
and 
V n 2  (Mn - Me) - 2  - A2 (1 - M ~ ~ )  
Z =  nm 
1 - M  2 
z 
If the  walls  of  the  duct  are  hard,  that  is,  infinitely  reactive  in  the 
acoustic  sense,  then  a  zero  velocity  condition  may  be  applied  at  r = 1.0
and  r = IJI Applying  this  boundary  condition,  it  is  found  that 
B2 Jn ( A  m) 
B1 
'n ( *  nm) 
" " I 
(A23 
and  that  the  eignevalue 1 can  be  found  from  the  equation nm 
Referring  to  Figure  A5,  it  is  a  requirement of mass  continuity  that  the 
axial  velocity  across  the  plane z = 0 be  continuous. In terms of Equation 
(A171 
is continuous 
= o  
If the  duct of Figure  A5 is assumed  infinite in both  the  plus  and  minus z 
directions,  then 
and 
& d =  0 
A2 e 
in (0 - Mn t) 
Rn ( A nmr) 
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From the requirement of Equation (A251 it is s e e n  t h a t  
A1 = -A2 
The assumption of  an inf ini te  duct  restricts t h e  wave p ropaga t ion  in  the  
duct t o  one d i r e c t i o n  and does not allow end reflections, Equation (A191 
may be recast f o r  a right-running wave as 
where A is a combination  of  the  remaining unknown constants .  
nm 
Examining Equations (A21) and  (A29) i t  can  be  seen  tha t  the  acous t ic  wave 
represented by Equation (A29) w i l l  decay when 5 is imaginary.  That is, 
when 
o r   i n  terms of a "cut-off" Mach number 
* 
The Mach number M is t h e  t i p  Mach number of  the  spinning mode (References 
16 and 19)  a t  which t h e  (nm) mode begins  to  propagate  down the duct 
unattenuated, The mode  Mach number is r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  r o t o r  t i p  Mach num- 
ber  by 
n m  
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Figure A6 shows  the  variation  of  cut-off  Mach  number  with  swirl  and  axial 
Mach  numbers  for  the  case  of n = 32, m = 1, and p = -29. 
In  Quation (~29) one  more  constant,  remains  to  be  determined  by a 
boundary  condition  at  the  plane z = 0. Consider  the  line  vortex  rotating  in 
the  plane z = 0, as  shown  in  Figure A5. The  tangential  velocity  at  an  angle 
e will  be  zero until the  line  vortex  is  at  the  same  angle.  Expressed 
mathematically, 
v = f ( r )  b (e - Mn t )  (A321 
where  f(r)  is  the  radial  distribution  of  tangential  velocity.  The  circula- 
tion  at a given  radius  may  be  found  by  integrating 
v r dQ 
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Using  Equation  (A171  the  final  boundary  condition ca  be  expressed  as 
If  there  are D such  rotating  line  vorticies  the  boundary  condition  can  be 
expressed  as 
Applying  Equation. (A371 to  Equation (A29), multiplying  the  result  by 
-i: (e - M~ t >  
e d ( 8  - Mn t) 




n = -0 m=O 
Examining  the  left  side of  Equation (~381, it can  be seen that 
D 
h 




0 i f  - # i n t e g e r  
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Then, since is a dummy index. 
Multiplying  both  sides  of  Equation (Am) by r Rn ( Ana r ) and  integrating 
from 1.0 to CL , it is found  that 
r 1 .o 
where  the  orthonormal  properties  of R (A r) in  the  space 1.0 to CL have 




From  the  definition of the  velocity  potential  it can be shown that  the  pres- 
sure is expressed  as 
neglecting  steady  duct flow. Using  Equations (A29), (A41) and (A43),  the 
rms  pressure  can  be  expressed as 
The  integral  in  Equation (A&&) can be  integrated  if  the  radial  distribution 
of  unsteady  circulation  is  known.  This  circulation  is  the  disturbing  force 
which  initiates  the  propagation  of  the  acoustic  wave  in  the  annular  duct. 
Thus, it is  seen  that  for  rotor  alone  noise it is the  radial  distribution of 
steady  rotor  circulation  which  determines  the  sound  generation.  Furthermore, 
for  interaction  noise, r (r)  is  the  radial  distribution  of  unsteady  circula- 
tion of the  type  defined  by  Equations (A61 and (Al3). In  other  words,  to 
obtain  an  analytic  expression  for r (r),  the  circulation can be  computed 
at  three  radial  points:  hub,  midspan,  and  tip,  and a curve  of  the  form 
r ( r )  = a. + alr  + a r 2 2 ( A45 
fit  to  the  results. 
I n  general,  then,  the  integral  in  Fquation  (A44)  will  have  the  form 
The  integral  Equation (A46) can  be  integrated  in  closed  form. 
The  expression,  Equation (A&),  is the  acoustic  pressure  resulting  from a 
given  generating  mechanism  (rotor  alone or interaction)  at  the  plane of 
generation,  The  evaluation  of  Equation (A441 requires  that  a  sufficient 
number of terms  in  the  inner  summation  on m be  taken  to  provide  adequate 
convergence, 
a4 
The index m phys ica l ly  denotes  the  success ive  rad ia l  modes which make up 
t h e  a c o u s t i c  wave. In  general ,  it has been found that  resul ts  requir ing 
three-place accuracy can be obtained with ten to twelve terms of  the inner 
series . 
The terms of  the  outer  series are determined by the "spinning lobet1 theory 
developed in  Reference 16. The number of lobes is determined by 
for the fundamental of rotor blade passing frequency. The index k is sum- 
med from - t o  + OD ; therefore ,   in   Equat ion  (A&) the   index n is replaced 
by the expression in  Equat ion ( A 4 7 )  and a s u f f i c i e n t  number of terms is 
taken to insure convergence. 
I n  most cases the measure of acoustic power generated w i l l  be of major 
concern. The power may be computed us ing  the  re la t ionship  
for   each (nm) mode, Then 
where the  orthonormal  properties  of R ( r )  i n   t h e   s p a c e  1.0 t o  P have 
been employed. 
n nm 
The ca l cu la t ed  power can then  be represented by power l e v e l  a s  
C L J  
PWL = 10 log n m nm 
" 
( A 5 0  
IO-' watts 
In  summary, evaluation of Equation (A50) provides a p red ic t ion  of t h e  r o t o r  
blade passing frequency tone generated by  a r o t o r  or r o t o r / s t a t o r  i n t e r -  
a c t i o n  i n  terms of the basic aerodynamic and geometric variables which 
define the machine.  
Comparison With Test Data 
The t h e o r e t i c a l  model presented above has been programmed f o r  t h e  GE 635 
computer. The a n a l y t i c a l  p r e d i c t i o n  of the  blade  passing  frequency  sound 
power l e v e l s  was done f o r  a series of vehic les  and  compared with tes t  da ta .  
Some of these comparisons are reported below. 
NASA Two-Stage Q u i e t  Fan. - Data were taken on a two-stage fan (TF39 with 
the outer  panel  removed)  on a 250 f t .  a r c  i n  t h e  f a r  f i e l d ,  a t  t h e  G e n e r a l  
Electr ic  T e s t  S i te  a t  Peebles ,  Ohio .  The r e s u l t s  a r e  r e p o r t e d  i n  d e t a i l  i n  
Reference 21. The comparison with the analyt ical  predict ion is  shown i n  
Figure A7.  One can see that  the  agreement is  q u i t e  good. 
General Electr ic  Model Fan. - Figure A 8  shows the comparison between data 
measured i n  t h e  f a r  f i e l d  and the predicted sound power l e v e l s ,  for a model 
f a n  t e s t e d  a t  t h e  G e n e r a l  Electr ic  T e s t  S i te  a t  Peebles ,  Ohio .  The agreement 
is within 2 dB. 
NASA Data  Taken  on a T e s t  Rig a t  NASA Langley. - The da ta  were t aken  in  the  
anechoic chamber a t  Langley (Reference 22), d i f f e ren t  conf igu ra t ions  wi th  and 
without I G V ' s ,  and wi th  d i f fe ren t  spac ing .  The comparison  between  measured 
and  predicted  data i s  shown in  F igure  A9. Again,  the theoret ical  model checks 
the data  within 1 dB. 
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Figure A8, Calculations  Compared  To  Test  Data  For A Model  Turbofan  Fundamental PwL 
Configuration 1: IGV-Rotor (62 vanes, 53 blades)   spacing:  0.535 chord 
Measured (NASA Langley) 133 dB 
Calculated 132.25 dB 
Configuration 2: Rotor-OGV (53 blades,  62 vanes)  spacing: 0.535 chord 
Measured (NASA Langley) 123 dB I n l e t  
Calculated 
Configuration 3: IGV-Rotor-OGV (62  vanes, 53 blades,   62  vanes)  spacing: 
(1 R )  0.535 chord, ( - 0 )  0.535 chord 
I n l e t  Measured ( N A S A  Langley)  132 dB 
Airflow 
Calculated 132.8 dB 
Configuration 4 :  IGV-Rotor-OGV (62  vanes, 53 blades,  62  vanes)  spacing: 
( 1 - R )  6.25 chord, ( R - 0 )  0.535 chord 
r " I n l e t  Measured (NASA Langley)  124 dB 
Calculated  124 dB 
Note:  Calculation  of PWL from  measured SPL was f o r  i n l e t  noise only,  and 
done on the  bas i s  o f  a hemisphere. 
90 
CJ805-23B Turbofan. - Far f i e l d  d a t a  were taken on t h i s  a f t  f a n  a t  t h e  
General Electric F l igh t  T e s t  Center  in  Cal i forn ia .  F igure  A 1 0  shows t h a t  t h e  
p red ic t ed  l eve l s  a r e  wi th in  1.5 dB of the measured data. 
LF336 L i f t  Fan. - A predic t ion  of the perceived noise  levels  generated by t h e  
LF336 l i f t  f a n  were c a l c u l a t e d  i n  November, 1968. The test  was conducted a t  
the General Electric Edwards F l igh t  Test Center  in  January,  1969, and data 
were t a k e n  i n  t h e  f a r  f i e l d .  The comparison between predicted and measured 
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This appendix contains the aero-acoustic data used to calculate the fan 
parametric noise curves shown in  F igures  9 through 34.  The run number on 
each Appendix B Table refers to the run logs of Tables V I  and V I I .  
Table B1 OGV Fan  Aero-Acoustic  Data f o r  Run 1 
Pressure Ratio 
Radius Ratio 
Fan Tip Speed, fp s  
Fan T i p  Diameter, inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number of S ta tor  Vanes 
Vane/Blade Ratio 
Rotor-Stator T i p  Spacing, 
i n  blade chords 
Rotor Inlet Radius, inches 
Rotor I n l e t  Absolute A i r  Angle, CY1 , deg 
Rotor Inlet  Relative A i r  Angle, B1 , deg 
Rotor E x i t  Absolute A i r  Angle, , deg 
Rotor Exit Relative Air Angle, B2 , deg 
Rotor I n l e t  Speed, U1 , fps  
Rotor Exit Speed, U2 , f p s  
Rotor Blade Chord, C r y  inches 
S ta tor  Vane Chord, Cs, inches 
Rotor Sol id i ty ,  Or 
S ta tor  Sol id i ty ,  c s  
Rotor Diffusion Factor, 
Stator Diffusion Factor,  
Rotor Drag Coefficient, 





























































9 3  
r Table B2 OGV Fan Aero-Acoustic Data for Run 2 
Pressure.   Ratio 
Radius  Rat io  
Fan Tip Speed,  ips  
Fan Tip Diameter,  inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number of S t a t o r  Vanes 
Vanemlade Ratio 
Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing, 
i n  b l ade  chords  
Rotor  Inlet  Radius ,  inches 
Rotor Inlet  Absolute Air Angle,  (Il, deg 
Rotor  In le t  Rela t ive  Air  Angle ,  P I ,  deg 
Rotor E x l t  Absolute Air Angle, cy2, deg 
Rotor  Exi t  Relat ive Air  Angle,  p a ,  deg 
Rotor  Inlet  Speed,  Ul, f p s  
Rotor Exit Speed, Uz, f p s  
Rotor Blade Chord, Cr,  inches 
S t a t o r  Vane Chord, Cs, inches 
Rotor  Sol id i ty ,  ar 
S t a t o r  S o l i d i t y ,  0 
Rotor Diffusion Factor,  D 
S ta tor  Di f fus ion  Fac tor ,  D 
Rotor Drag Coefficient,  C 
Rotor-Stator  Spncing,  inches 

























































Table B3 OGV Fan Aero-Acoustic Data for Run 4 
Pressure Rat io  
Radius Ratio 
Fan Tip Speed, fps 
Fan Tip Diameter,  inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number of S t a t o r  Vanes 
Vanenlade  Rat io  
Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing, 
i n  b l ade  chords  
Rotor  Inlet  Radius ,  inches 
Rotor Inlet  Absolute Air Angle,  (I1, deg 
Rotor  In le t  Rela t ive  Air Angle, 81, deg 
Rotor E x i t  Absolute Air Angle, 02, deg 
Rotor  Exi t  Relat ive Air Angle, 8 2 ,  deg 
Rotor  Inlet  Speed,  Ul, f p s  
Rotor E x i t  Speed, Uz, f p s  
Rotor  Blade  Chord, Cr ,  inches 
S t a t o r  Vane Chord, Cs, inches 
Rotor  Sol id i ty ,  Or 
S t a t o r  S o l i d i t y ,  Os 
Rotor Diffusion Factor,  D 
S ta tor  Di f fus ion  Fac tor ,  D 
Rotor Drag Coefficient,  Cdr 





























































Fan Tip Speed, fp,s 
Fan Tip Diameter, inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number of S ta to r  Vanes 
VaneDlade Ratio 
Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing, 
in  blade chords 
Rotor Inlet  Radius ,  inches 
Rotor Inlet Absolute Air Angle, Q'l , deg 
Rotor Inlet  Relative Air Angle,  & , deg 
Rotor Exit Absolute Air Angle, Q'a, deg 
Rotor Exit  Relative Air Angle, &, deg 
Rotor Inlet  Speed, Ul, f p s  
Rotor E x i t  Speed, Ua, i p s  
Rotor Blade Chord, Cr,  inches 
S ta to r  Vane Chord, Cs, inches 
Rotor Solidity,  Or 
S t a t o r  S o l i d i t y ,  0 
Rotor Diffusion Factor,  D 
S ta tor  Di f fus ion  Fac tor ,  DS 
Rotor Drag Coeff ic ient ,  C 
RotorSta tor  Spac ing ,  inches  


























































r Table B5 OGV Fan Aero-Acoustic Data for Run 5 
Pressure Ratio 
Radius Ratio 
Fan Tip Speed, i p s  
Fan Tip Diameter, inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number of S ta to r  Vanes 
VaneiBlade Rat io  
Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing, 
in  blade chords 
-r 
I, 
Rotor Inlet Radius, inches 
Rotor Inlet Absolute Air Angle, Ul, deg 
Rotor In le t  Rela t ive  Air  Angle, PI, deg 
Rotor Exit Absolute Air Angle, Q'z ,  deg 
Rotor Exit Relative Air Angle, &, deg 
Rotor Inlet  Speed,  VI, f p s  
Rotor Exit Speed, U a ,  fps  
Rotor Blade Chord, Cr,  inches 
S ta to r  Vane Chord, Cs, inches 
Rotor  Sol id i ty ,  Or 
S t a t o r  S o l i d i t y ,  Os 
Rotor Diffusion Factor, D 
S ta tor  Di f fus ion  Fac tor ,  D 
Rotor Drag Coefficient, Cdr 

























































Table B6 OGV Fan Aero-Acoustic  Data for  Run 6 
Pressure Rat io  
Radius Ratio 
Fan Tip Speed,  fps  
Fan Tip Diameter, inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 









Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing, 
i n  blade  chor s I 0.23 
I 
1 
Rotor  Inlet  Radius ,  inches 
Rotor  Inlet  Absolute  Air Angle, ff1, deg 
Rotor  Inlet  Relat ive Air  Angle, h ,  deg 
Rotor Exit Absolute Air Angle, 0 2 ,  deg 
Rotor Exit Relative Air Angle, Bs, deg 
Rotor  Inlet  Speed,  Ul, f p s  
Rotor E x i t  Speed, UZ, f p s  
Rotor  Blade  Chord, Cr,  inches 
S t a t o r  Vane Chord, Cs, inches 
Rotor  Sol id i ty ,  o r  
S t a t o r  S o l i d i t y ,  0 
Rotor Diffusion Factor,  Dr 











































I Table B7 OGV Fan Aero-Acoustic Data for Run 7 - I 
- 
I Rotor  Drag  Coefficient,  C 
' Rotor-Stator  Spacing,  inches d r  
Pressure Rat io  
Radius Ratio 
Fan Tip Speed,  fps  
Fan Tip Diameter, inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number of S t a t o r  Vanes 
Vane/Blade Ratio 
Ro to rS ta to r  T ip  Spac ing ,  
i n  b l ade  chords  
Rotor  Inlet  Radius ,  inches 
Rotor Inlet Absolute A i r  Angle, Qi, deg 
Ro to r  In l e t  Re la t ive  Air Angle, 8 1 ,  deg 
Rotor E x i t  Absolute Air Angle, 0 2 ,  deg 
Rotor  Exi t  Relat ive A i r  Angle, p a ,  deg 
Rotor  Inlet  Speed,  Ul, f p s  
Rotor E x i t  Speed, U2, f p s  
Rotor  Blade  Chord, C r ,  inches 
S t a t o r  Vane Chord, Cs, inches 










2.29 2.05 1.81 
1050 796 535 
1114 808 501 
39.67 26.63 0 
31.75 34.80 39.05 
60.8 51.72 38.3 
0 0 0 




2.55  2.55 
1.34 1.65 
S t a t o r  S o l i d i t y ,  as ! 1.67 1.14 0.864 
Rotor Diffusion Factor,  D- o. 322 1 0.399 1, 0.390 
1, Sta tor   Di f fus ion   Fac tor ,  DS 
'I 
0.243 0.380 0.505 
Rotor  Drag Coefficient,  Cdr 0.0315  0.0528 
Rotor-Stator Spacing, inches ' 0.481 
r t Table B8 OGV Fan Aero-Acoustic Data for Run 8 , 1 ,  -1 
Pressure  Ratio ' 1.39 
Radius  Ratio  0.45 
Fan Tip  Speed,  fps ' 1114 
Fan Tip Diameter, inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number of S t a t o r  Vanes 
Vaneblade Ratio 
Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing, 
in blade chords 
'I 
-c 
Rotor Inlet Radius, inches 
Rotor Inlet Absolute Air Angle, (11, deg 
Ro to r  In l e t  Re la t ive  A i r  Angle, B1, deg 
Rotor Exit Absolute Air Angle, ma, deg 
Rotor E x i t  Relative Air Angle, &, deg 
Rotor In le t  Speed ,  U1 , f p s  
Rotor E x i t  Speed, U2, f p s  
Rotor Blade Chord, C r ,  inches 
S t a t o r  Vane Chord, Cs, inches 
Rotor  Sol idi ty ,  0 
S t a t o r  S o l i d i t y ,  Us 
Rotor Diffusion Factor, D 
Stator  Diffusion Factor ,  
Rotor Drag Coeff ic ien t ,  Cdr 
Rotor-Stator Spacing, inches 























































Table B9 OGV Fan  Aero-Acoustic Data for Run 9 I 
Pressure Ratio 
Radius Ratio 
Fan Tip Speed, fps 
Fan Tip Diameter, inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number of S t a t o r  Vanes 
Vaneblade Ratio 
Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing, 
in blade chords 
Rotor Inlet  Radius ,  inches 
Rotor Inlet Absolute Air Angle, (11, deg 
Rotor  Inlet  Relat ive Air Angle, PI, deg 
Rotor Exit Absolute A i r  Angle, %, deg 
Rotor E x i t  Relative Air A-Igle, B2, deg 
Rotor Inlet  Speed, 4 ,  f p s  
Rotor E x i t  Speed, U2, f p s  
Rotor  Blade  Chord, Cr,  inches 
S t a t o r  Vane Chord, Cs, inches 
Rotor  Sol idi ty ,  0 
S t a t o r  S o l i d i t y ,  Us 
Rotor Diffusion Factor, D 
Stator  Diffusion Facotr ,  Ds 
Rotor Drag Coeff ic ien t ,  C d r  



























































Table B10 OGV Fan Aero-Acoustic Data for Run 10 
Pressure Rat io  
Radius Ratio 
Fan Tip Speed,  fps  
Fan Tip Diameter, Jnches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number of S t a t o r  Vanes 
VaneDlade Ratio 
Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing, 
in  blade chords 
Rotor  Inlet  Radius ,  inches 
Rotor  Inlet  Absolute  Air Angle, f f ~  , deg 
Rotor  Inlet  Relat ive Air  Angle,  BI , deg 
Rotor Exit Absolute Air Angle, %, deg 
Rotor Exit  Reiative Air Angle b,  deg 
Rotor  Inlet  Speed,  Ul, f p s  
Rotor Exit Speed, UZ, f p s  
Rotor  Blade  Chord, Cr ,  inches 
S t a t o r  Vane Chord, Cs, inches 
Rotor  Sol id i ty ,  ar 
S t a t o r  S o l i d i t y ,  (Js 






















S ta to r   D i f fus ion   Fac t r ,  DS 0.243 
' Rotor  Drag  Coefficient,  C 
:, Roto rS ta to r   Sp c ing ,   i nches  , 2.97 


































r Table B11 OGV Fan Aero-Acoustic Data for Run 11 
Pressure Rat io  
Radius Ratio 
Fan Tip Speed, fpa 
Fan Tip Diameter, inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number o f  S ta to r  Vanes 
VaneDlade Ratio 
Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing, 
in  b lade  chorda  
. 
Rotor  Inlet  Radius ,  inches 
Rotor  Inlet  Absolute  Air Angle, ffl, deg 
Ro to r  In l e t  Re la t ive  A i r  Angle, &, deg 
Rotor Exit Absolute Air Angle, ffz, deg 
Rotor E x i t  Re la t ive  A i r  Angle &, deg 
Rotor Inlet  Speed, Ul, f p s  
Rotor Exit Speed, U,, f p s  
Rotor  Blade  Chord, Cr ,  inches 
S t a t o r  Vane Chord, Cs, inches 
Rotor  Sol id i ty ,  Pr 
S t a t o r  S o l i d i t y ,  Us 
Rotor  Diffusion Factor ,  Dr 
S ta tor  Di f fus ion  Fac tor ,  Ds 
Rotor Drag Coefficient,  Cdr 

























































Table B12 OGV Fan Aero-Acoustic Data for Run 12 
Pressure Ratio 
Radius Ratio 
Fan Tip Speed, fps 
Fan Tip Diameter, lnches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number of S t a t o r  Vanes 
Vanemlade Ratio 
Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing, 
in blade chords 
Rotor Inlet Radius, inches 
Rotor  Inlet  Absolute  Air Angle, Ul , deg 
Rotor  Inlet  Relat ive Air Angle, B i ,  deg 
Rotor Exit Absolute Air Angle, 0 2 ,  deg 
Rotor Exit Relative Air Angle, B s ,  deg 
Rotor I n l e t  Speed, ill, fps  
Rotor Exit Speed, Uz, f p s  
Rotor Blade Chord, Cr,  inches 
S ta tor  Vane Chord, C g ,  inches 
Rotor S o l i d i t y ,  Q 
S t a t o r  S o l i d i t y ,  0 
Rotor Diffusion Factor, D 
Stator  Diffusion Factor ,  D 
Rotor Drag Coeff ic ien t ,  Cdr 

























































Table B13 OGV Fan Aero-Acoustic Data for Run 13 
~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ 
Pressure Ratio 
Radius Ratio 
Fan Tip Speed, f p s  
Fan Tip Diameter, inches 
Number  of Rotor Blades 
Number of S t a t o r  Vanes 
Vane/Blade Ratio 
Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing, 
i n  blade chords 
Rotor Inlet  Radius ,  inches 
Rotor Inlet  Absolute  Air Angle, %, deg 
Rotor Inlet Relative Air Angle, &, deg 
Rotor E x i t  Absolute Air Angle, Uz, deg 
Rotor E x i t  Relative ~ i r  Angle, $2,  deg 
Rotor Inlet Speed, ill, f p s  
Rotor Exit Speed, Uz, f p s  
Rotor Blade Chord, Cr,  inches 
s t a t o r  Vane Chord, Cs,  inches 
Rotor S o l i d i t y ,  ‘Jr 
s t a t o r  S o l i d i t y ,  0 
Rotor Diffusion Factor, Dr 
Stator  Diffusion Factor ,  Ds 
Rotur Drag Coeff ic ien t ,  C 
d r  




























































r Table B14 OGV Fan Aero-Acoustic Data for Run 14 
Pressure Rat io  
Radius Ratio 
Fan Tip Speed, fps 
Fan Tip  Diameter, .   inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number of S t a t o r  Vanes 
Vane/Blade Rat io  
Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing, 
in  blade chords 
Rotor  Inlet  Radius ,  inches 
Rotor Inlet Absolute Air Angle, a1, deg 
Rotor  In le t  Rela t ive  Air Angle, 81, deg 
Rotor Exit Absolute Air Angle, %, deg 
Rotor Exit  Relative Air Angle, 8 2 ,  deg 
Rotor  Inlet  Speed,  U1, f p s  
Rotor Exit Speed, U2, f p s  
Rotor  Blade  Chord, Cr ,  inches 
S t a t o r  Vane Chord, Cs,  inches 
Rotor  Sol id i ty ,  
S t a t o r  S o l i d i t y ,  Os 
Rotor Diffusion Factor,  D 
S ta tor  Di f fus ion  Fac tor ,  D 
Rotor Drag Coefficient,  Cdr 

























































Table B15 OGV Fan Aero-Acoustic Data for Run 15 1 
Pressure Rat io  
Radius Ratio 
Fan Tip Speed, fps 
Fan Tip Diameter,  inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number of S t a t o r  Vanes 
Vane/Blade Ratio 
Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing, 
in  blade chords 
Rotor  Inlet  Radius ,  inches 
Rotor  Inlet  Absolute  Air Angle, CY1, deg 
Rotor  In le t  Rela t ive  A i r  Angle, 81,  deg 
Rotor Exit Absolute Air Angle, a,, deg 
Rotor  Exi t  Rela t ive  Air Angle, 82,  deg 
Rotor  Inlet  Speed,  VI, fps  
Rotor Exit Speed, Uz, f p s  
Rotor  Blade  Chord, Cr ,  inches 
S t a t o r  Vane Chord, Cs. inches 
Rotor  Sol id i ty ,  O 
S t a t o r  S o l i d i t y ,  0 
Rotor Diffusion Factor,  D 
S ta tor  Di f fus ion  Fac tor ,  D 
Rotor Drag Coefficient,  C 
Ro to r s t a to r  Spac ing ,  i nches  


























































F Table B16 OGV Fan Aero-Acoustic Data for Run 16 Pressure Ratio 
Rotors ta tor   T ip   Spac ing ,  
0.55 VaneAlade Ratio 
36 Number of S t a t o r  Vanes 
66 Number of Rotor Blades 
75 Fan Tip Diameter, inches 
1114 Fan Tip Speed, fps 
0.45 Radius Ratio 
1.39 
In blade chords 2.0 
HUB PITCH 
Rotor Inlet Radius, inches 
8.69 7.82 Rotors ta tor  Spac ing ,  inches  
Rotor Drag Coeff ic ien t ,  C 
0.380 0.243 Stator  Diffusion Factor ,  Ds 
0.399 0.322 Rotor Diffusion Factor, Dr 
1.14 1.67 S t a t o r  S o l i d i t y ,  Ws 
1.65 2.35 Rotor  Sol idi ty ,  (J 
5.30 5.30 S t a t o r  Vane Chord, Cs, inches 
4.28 3.77 Rotor Blade Chord, Cr ,  inches 
796 535 Rotor E x i t  Speed, Ua, f p s  
808  501 Rotor Inlet  Speed, VI, I p s  
26.63 0 Rotor E x i t  Relative Air Angle, &, deg 
34.80 39.05 Rotor E d t  Absolute Air Angle, U2, deg 
51.72 38.3 Rotor Inlet Relative Air Angle, 81, deg 
0 0 Rotor Inlet Absolute Air Angle, UI , deg 
27.2 16.88 

















r Table B17 IGV Fan Aero-Acoustic Data for Run 1 
Pressure Ratio 
Radius Ratio 
Fan Tip Speed, fps 
Fan Tip Diameter, inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number of S t a t o r  Vanes 
VaneAlade Ratio 
Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing, 
i n  vane chords 
T 
Rotor  Inlet  Radius ,  inches 
Rotor Inlet Absolute Air Angle, (11, deg 
Rotor  Inlet  Relat ive Air Angle, B 1 ,  deg 
Rotor Exit Absolute Air Angle, U2, deg 
Rotor E x i t  Relative Air Angle, B2, deg 
Rotor Inlet Speed, U, , I p s  
Rotor Exit Speed, U,, f p s  
Rotor  Blade  Chord, Cr,  inches 
S t a t o r  Vane Chord, Cs, inches 
Rotor  Sol idi ty ,  0 
S t a t o r  S o l i d i t y ,  9 
Rotor Diffusion Factor, D 
Stator  Diffusion Factor ,  D 
S t a t o r  Drag Coefficient,  Cds 


























































Table B18 IGV Fan Aero-Acoustic  Data for Run 2 I 
Pressure Rat io  
Radius Ratio 
Fan Tip Speed, fps 
Fan Tip Diameter,  inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number of S t a t o r  Vanes 
VaneDlade Ratio 
Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing, 
i n  vane chords 
Rotor  Inlet  Radius ,  inches 
Rotor  Inlet  Absolute  Air Angle, CY1, deg 
Ro to r  In l e t  Re la t ive  Air Angle, Bl, deg 
Rotor Exit Absolute Air Angle, Q2, deg 
Rotor  Exi t  Rela t ive  Air Angle, B 2 ,  deg 
Rotor  Inlet  Speed,  Ul, f p s  
Rotor E x i t  Speed, U2, f p s  
Rotor Blade Chord, Cr,  inches 
S t a t o r  Vane Chord, Cs,  inches 
Rotor  Sol id i ty ,  Or 
S t a t o r  S o l i d i t y ,  'J 
Rotor Diffusion Factor,  Dr 
S ta to r  D i f fus ion  Fac to r ,  D 
S t a t o r  Drag Coef f i c i en t ,  C 
d s  


























































r Table B19 IGV Fan  Aero-Acoustic Data for Run 3 
Pressure Rat io  
Radius Ratio 
Fan Tip Speed, fps 
Fan Tip Diameter, inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number of  S ta tor  Vanes 
VaneDlade Ratio 
Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing, 
i n  vane chords 
Rotor  Inlet  Radius ,  inches 
Rotor  Inlet  Absolute  Air  Angle, '%, del 
Rotor  In le t  Rela t ive  Air  Angle, 81 I de6 
Rotor Exit Absolute Air Angle, Cr,, deg 
Rotor  Exi t  Relat ive Air Angle, 8 8 ,  deg 
Rotor  Inlet  Speed,  UI, f p s  
Rotor E x i t  Speed, b, f p s  
Rotor Blade Chord, Cr,  inches 
S t a t o r  Vane Chord, Cs, inches 
Ro to r  So l id i ty ,  Or 
S t a t o r  S o l i d i t y ,  as 
Rotor Diffusion Factor,  Dr 
S ta tor  Di f fus ion  Fac tor ,  D 
S t a t o r  Drag Coef f i c i en t ,  Cds 

























































I Table B20 IGV Fan  Aero-Acoustic  Data for Run 4 
Pressure Ratio 
Radius Ratio 
Fan Tip Speed, fps 
Fan Tip Diameter, inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number of  Stator  Vanes 
VaneiBlade Ratio 
Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing, 
i n  vane chords 
Rotor Inlet  Radius,  inches 
Rotor Inlet  Absolute  A i r  Angle, O1, deg 
Rotor In le t  Rela t ive  Air  Angle, &, deg 
Rotor Exit Absolute Air Angle, 0 2 ,  deg 
Rotor E d t  Relative Air Angle, A, deg 
Rotor Inlet Speed, 4, f p s  
Rotor Exit Speed, U2, f p s  
Rotor Blade Chord, Cr,  inches 
S ta to r  Vane Chord, Cs, inches 
Rotor  Sol idi ty ,  a 
Sta to r  So l id i ty ,  as 
Rotor Diffusion Factor, D 
Stator Diffusion Factor,  DS 
S t a to r  Drag Coeff ic ient ,  C d s  

























































Table B21 IGV Fan Aero-Acoustic Data for Run 5 
Pressure Ratio 
Radius Ratio 
Fan Tip Speed, fps 
Fan Tip Diameter, inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number of S t a t o r  Vanes 
Vane/Blade Rat io  
Rotors ta tor  Tip  Spac ing  
i n  vane chords 
Rotor Inlet Radius, inches 
Rotor Inlet Absolute Air Angle, 01, deg 
Rotor  Inlet  Relat ive Air Angle, 81, deg 
Rotor E x i t  Absolute Air Angle, 0 2 ,  deg 
Rotor E f i t  Relative Air Angle, A ,  deg 
Rotor Inlet  Speed,  4 ,  f p s  
Rotor Exit Speed, UZ, fps  
Rotor Blade Chord, Cr,  inches 
S t a t o r  Vane Chord, Cs, inches 
Rotor  Sol id i ty ,  a 
Sta to r  So l id i ty ,  
Rotor Diffusion Factor, D 
S ta tor  Di f fus ion  Fac tor ,  Ds 
S t a t o r  Drag Coeff ic ient ,  Cds 















































I Table B22 IGV Fan Aero-Acoustic Data for Run 6 
Pressure  Rat io  
Radius Ratio 
Fan Tip Speed, fps 
Fan Tip Diameter,  inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number of S t a t o r  Vanes 
VaneiBlade Ratio 
Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing 
i n  vane chords 
Rotor  Inlet  Radius ,  inches 
Rotor  Inlet  Absolute  Air Angle, C4, deg 
Ro to r  In l e t  Re la t ive  A i r  Angle, 8 1 ,  deg 
Rotor Exit  Absolute A i r  Angle, 02, deg 
Rotor  Exi t  Relat ive Air Angle, B z ,  deg 
Rotor  Inlet  Speed,  U, , f p s  
Rotor Exit  Speed, UZ , f p s  
! Rotor  Blade  Chord, C r ,  inches  
I S t a t o r  Vane Chord, Cs,  inches  
I 
’ Roto r   So l id i ty ,  Or 
S t a t o r  S o l i d i t y ,  O 






















! Sta to r   D i f fus ion   Fac to r ,  Ds i -0.738 
S t a t o r  Drag  Coeff ic ien t ,  C d s  
0.0504 
































Table B23 IGV Fan Aero-Acoustic Data for Run 7 
Pressure Rat io  
Radius Ratio 
Fan Tip Speed,  fps  
Fan Tip Diameter,  inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number of S t a t o r  Vanes 
Vane/Blade Ratio 
Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing 
i n  vane chords 
Rotor  Inlet  Radius ,  inches 
Rotor Inlet  Absolute Air Angle,  al, deg 
Ro to r  In l e t  Re la t ive  A i r  Angle, B I ,  deg 
Rotor Exit Absolute Air Angle, %, deg 
Rotor  Exi t  Relat ive ~ i r  Angle, B z ,  deg 
Rotor  Inlet  Speed,  4 ,  f p s  
Rotor  Exit  Speed, Uz, fpS 
Rotor  Blade  Chord, C r ,  inches  
S t a t o r  Vane Chord, Cs. inches  
Ro to r  So l id i ty ,  0 
S t a t o r  S o l i d i t y ,  CJ 
Rotor  Diffusion Factor ,  D 
Sta to r  D i f fus ion  Fac to r ,  Ds 
S t a t o r  Drag  Coeff ic ien t ,  C d s  











-0.738  -0.364 
0.451 ! 0.336 
1.11 2.18 
































Fan Tip Speed, fps 
Fan Tip Diameter, inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number of S t a t o r  Vanes 
VaneDlade Ratio 
RotorStator  Tip Spacing 
i n  vane chords 
Rotor Inlet Radius, inches 
Rotor Inlet  Absolute  Air Angle, cr; , deg 
Rotor  Inlet  Relat ive Air Angle, P I ,  deg 
Rotor E x i t  Absolute Air Angle, %, deg 
Rotor Exit Relative Air Angle, &, deg 
Rotor Inlet  Speed, Ul , f p s  
Rotor E x i t  Speed, Ua, f p s  
Rotor Blade Chord, Cr, inches 
S ta tor  Vane Chord, Cs, inches 
Rotor  Sol idi ty ,  or 
s t a t o r  S o l i d i t y ,  as 
Rotor Diffusion Factor, Dr 
Stator  Diffusion Factor ,  DS 
Sta tor  Drag Coeff ic ien t ,  Cds 

























































I Table B25 IGV Fan  Aero-Acoustic  Data for Run 9 r 
Pressure Ratio J, 1.26 
Radius Ratio lj 0.45 
Fan Tip Speed, fps 
 an Tip Diameter, inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number of  S ta tor  Vanes 
VaneDlade Ratio 
Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing 
i n  vane chords 
I 
Rotor Inlet Radius, inches 
Rotor Inlet Absolute Air Angle, aI, deg 
Rotor Inlet Relative Air Angle, PI, deg 
Rotor E x i t  Absolute Air Angle, Cr,, deg 
Rotor Exit Relative Air Angle, &, deg 
Rotor I n l e t  Speed, U1 , f p s  
Rotor E x i t  Speed, UZ, f p s  
Rotor Blade Chord, Cr,  inches 
S t a t o r  Vane Chord, Cs, inches 
Rotor S o l i d i t y ,  Ur 
s t a t o r  S o l i d i t y ,  os 
Rotor Diffusion Factor, Dr 
s ta tor  Di f fus ion  Fac tor ,  D 
5 
Sta tor  Drag Coeff ic ien t ,  C d s  



























































Pressure Rat io  
Radius Ratio 
Fan Tip Speed, fqs 
Fan Tip Diameter, inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number of S t a t o r  Vanes 
VaneDlade Ratio 
Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing, 
i n  vane chords 
Rotor  Inlet  Radius ,  inches 
Rotor  Inlet  Absolute  Air Angle, ai, deg 
Rotor  Inlet  Relat ive Air Angle, 8 1 ,  deg 
Rotor E x i t  Absolute Air Angle, a,, deg 
Rotor  Exi t  Relat ive A i r  Angle, 02,  deg 
Roior  Inlet  Speed,  U, , f p s  
Rotor Exit Speed, U,, f p s  
Rotor  Blade  Chord, Cr ,  inches 
S t a t o r  Vane Chord, Cs,  inches 
Ro to r  So l id i ty ,  or 
S t a t o r  S o l i d i t y ,  CJ 
Rotor Diffus ion  Fac tor ,  D 
S t a to r  D i f fus ion  Fac to r ,  Ds 
S t a t o r  Drag Coefficient,  Cds 

























































r Table B21 IGV Fan  Aero-Acoustic  Lhta for Run 11 
Pressure Rat io  
Radius Ratio 
Fan Tip Speed, fps 
Fan Tip Diameter, inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number of S t a t o r  Vanes 
Vane/Blade Ratio 
Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing, 
i n  vane chords 
r 
Rotor  Inlet  Radius ,  inches 
Rotor Inlet  Absolute Air Angle, a, , deg 
Rotor   Inlet   Relat ive Air Angle, , deg 
Rotor Exit Absolute A i r  Angle, @2, deg 
Rotor Exit  Relative A i r  Angle, Bz, deg 
Rotor Inlet  Speed, Ui , f p s  
Rotor Exit Speed, Uz, f p s  
Rotor  Blade  Chord, Cr,  inches  
S t a t o r  Vane Chord, Cs, inches 
Rotor  Sol idi ty ,  Or 
S t a t o r  S o l i d i t y ,  as 
Rotor Diffusion Factor,  Dr 
S ta tor  Di f fus ion  Fac tor ,  Ds 
S t a t o r  Drag Coefficient,  C 
Rotor-Stator Spacing 



























































Table B28 IGV Fan Aero-Acoustic  Data for Run 12 
Pressure Ratio 
Radius Ratio 
Fan Tip Speed, fpS 
Fan Tip Diameter, inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number o f   S t a to r  Vanes 
VaneDlade Ratio 
Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing, 
i n  vane chords 
Rotor Inlet Radius, inches 
Rotor Inlet Absolute Air Angle, 0, , deg 
Rotor Inlet Relative Air Angle, BI , deg 
Rotor Exit Absolute Air Angle, %, deg 
Rotor Exit Relative Air Angle, &, deg 
Rotor Inlet  Speed, UI, f p s  
Rotor Exit Speed, U,, f p s  
Rotor Blade Chord, Cr ,  inches 
S t a t o r  Vane Chord, Cs,  inches 
Rotor  Sol idi ty ,  Or  
s t a t o r  S o l i d i t y ,  as 
Rotor Diffusion Factor, Dr 
Stator  Diffusion Factor ,  D 
S t a t o r  Drag C w f f i c i e n t ,  Cds 













































r Table B29 IGV Fan Aero-Acoustic  Data for Run 13 1 
Pressure Ratio 
Radius Ratio 
Fan Tip Speed, fps 
Fan Tip Diameter, inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number of  S ta tor  Vanes 
VaneDlade Ratio 
Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing, 
i n  vane chords 
Rotor Inlet Radius, inches 
Rotor Inlet Absolute Air Angle, C%, deg 
Rotor Inlet Relative Air Angle, 8,, deg 
Rotor E x i t  Absolute Air Angle, %, deg 
Rotor E x i t  Relative Air Angle, &, deg 
Rotor Inlet  Speed, U, , f p s  
Rotor E x i t  Speed, Uz, f p s  
Rotor Blade Chord, Cr,  inches 
S t a t o r  Vane Chord, Cs, inches 
Rotor S o l i d i t y ,  Or 
S t a t o r  S o l i d i t y ,  0 
Rotor Diffusion Factor, D 
Stator  Diffusion Factor ,  D 
S t a t o r  Drag Coeff ic ien t ,  C d s  
Rotor-Stator Spacing, inches 










-27.2  -46.4 
31.36 19.46 
PITCB 
7.5  7.5 
0.0666 0.0504 
-0.364 -0.738 
0.336  0.451 
1.11 2.18 
1.21 1.92 























Table B30 IGV Fan Aero-Acoustic  Data for Run 14 
" 
Pressure Rat io  
Radius Ratio 
Fan Tip Speed, fp? 
Fan Tip Diameter, inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number of  S ta tor  Vanes 
Vane/Blade Rat io  
Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing, 
i n  vane chords 
Rotor  Inlet  Radius ,  inches 
Rotor  Inlet  Absolute  Air Angle, Q', , deg 
Ro to r  In l e t  Re la t ive  Air Angle, P I ,  deg 
Rotor Exit Absolute Air Angle, ma, deg 
Rotor Exi t  Rela t ive  Air Angle, B 2 ,  deg 
Rotor  Inlet  Speed,  U,, f p s  
Rotor Exit Speed, U,, f p s  
Rotor  Blade  Chord, Cr ,  inches 
S t a t o r  Vane Chord, Cs, inches 
Rotor  Sol id i ty ,  0 
S t a t o r  S o l i d i t y ,  0 
Rotor Diffusion Factor,  D 
Sta tor  Di f fus ion  Fac tor ,  Ds 
Sta tor  Drag  Coeff ic ien t ,  Cds 

























































Table B31 IGV Fan  Aero-Acoustic  Data for Run 15 
Pressure Rat io  
Radius Ratio 
Fan Tip Speed, fps 
Fan Tip Diameter, inches 
Number of Rotor Blades 
Number of S t a t o r  Vanes 
VaneDlade Ratio 
Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing, 
i n  vane chords 
Rotor  Inlet  Radius ,  inches 
Rotor Inlet Absolute Air Angle, a,, deg 
Rotor  Inlet  Relat ive Air  Angle,  81, deg 
Rotor Exit Absolute Air Angle, Q'z ,  deg 
Rotor  Exi t  Relat ive A i r  Angle, b ,  deg 
Rotor  Inlet  Speed,  VI, f p s  
Rotor Exit Speed, U2, f p s  
Rotor Blade Chord, Cr ,  inches 
S t a t o r  Vane Chord, Cs, inches 
Rotor  Sol id i ty ,  0 
S t a t o r  S o l i d i t y ,  Us 
Rotor Diffusion Factor,  Dr 
S ta tor  Di f fus ion  Fac tor ,  D 
S t a t o r  Drag Coef f i c i en t ,  C d s  
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